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Abstract 
 

This thesis explores philosophical issues around duration and perception in film and HD video 

through the materiality of analogue film within the present digital epoch. In particular, the 16mm 

Bolex camera has provided specific opportunities to write and make creative work juxtaposed 

alongside, or imbedded within, digital film formats and equipment. These works examine and 

explore the vibration between memory and immanence. Via the privileged view through the 

camera lens, I endeavour to create film works that are a response to my first-world, increasingly 

transient lifestyle and societal experience. As I gaze into the viewfinder, I am also contemplating 

the operation of the camera, my connection with it and, arguably, my place in the universe.  

An ontological search for my place in the world as a first-generation New Zealander of 

Dutch descent has centred my focus around two specific periods connected to my genealogy. First 

is the Dutch Golden Age of the seventeenth century, where modern trade and banking developed 

alongside the life and times of philosopher Baruch Spinoza and scientist / inventor Christiaan 

Huygens. Second, I will look to De Stijl in the Netherlands in the early twentieth century; specifically, 

the Rietveld Schröder House (1924) in Utrecht. The neoplastic ideas within this building, like the 

paintings of Piet Mondrian, sought to unify the early twentieth-century world by stripping back 

reality with mystical and abstract solutions. 

Utilising Gilles Deleuze’s writings on cinema, I have created artworks that endeavour to 

evoke a consciousness that shakes us out of the repetitive, automatic actions in our daily lives; that 

which Henri Bergson calls the sensori-motor schema. Maya Deren’s experimental 1943 masterpiece 

Meshes of the Afternoon is one such film that dynamically experiments with the architectural space 

of a house and the non-linear assemblage of memory in order to transform the everyday / banal 

into a cinema of abstraction. This work has formed the basis of some experiments created as part 

of the candidacy.  

With the focus of a transcendent or spiritual utopia shifted to the immanent and 

anthropological non-place (1992) of Marc Augé and Michel Foucault’s other spaces (1967), I have 

made artworks that aim to a create a consciousness around the multiplicity of places. For Gilles 

Deleuze and Felix Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia (1980), this would 

be the creation of a line of flight away from an oppressive society. This is the reason for this 

research; a way out of a current impasse through the creation of a new cinema language, or better 

still, Deleuze’s ‘camera consciousness’, re-imagined as what I would like to call ‘Bolex 

consciousness’. The haptic / optic (anti-digital) nature of the Bolex 16mm camera creates the 

vibrational immanent place par excellence at the centre of this new, utopian way of seeing.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

Figure 1: Gouden Eeuw (2018). HD digital video. Close-up of Pratt and Whitney jet engine rotor 

blades. 

 

 

Tēnā koutou katoa. 

E te mana whenua, tēnā koutou. 

Ko Te Mata te maunga. 

Ko Tukituki te moana. 

Ko Oranje te waka tipuna. 

Ko Ngāti Tiriti te iwi. 

Nō Hōrana ōku tipuna. 

Ko John Chrisstoffels taku ingoa. 

He kaihopu āhua taku mahi. 

Nō reira, tēnā koutou, tēnā koutou, tēnā tātou katoa. 

 

 

In June 2015, I was standing for the first time in front of Chantal Akerman’s five-channel video 

installation Now (2015), situated around the mid-way point in the Arsenale at the Venice Biennale. 

I stood transfixed, gazing at the power and self-assuredness of the work for quite some time before 

wondering who the artist was. Political and difficult, yet simply stated, it featured digital footage of 

disputed Palestinian landscapes over five screens. Shot from the side window of a moving vehicle 
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not permitted to stop, Akerman presents us with what she calls ‘a tragic space’;1 a fleeting glimpse 

on a long lens. The work reminds me of Hito Steyerl’s essay ‘In Defence of the Poor Image’ (2009). 

While Akerman’s images have not been degraded through the internet, they have still travelled a 

difficult journey where the quality is sacrificed for efficacy and immediacy. The multiple screens 

present a juxtaposition of filmed distances using a variety of lenses. Hills situated in the distance of 

one screen were slowly moving and lumbering while other screens featuring foregrounded 

landscapes, blurred and shaky, became more abstract as they passed by. 

The closer I get to a problem, the more complex and difficult it becomes. Oppression and 

violence make the hills unreachable and the audience is presented with a gap, a ‘no-man’s land’, 

between ourselves, the viewer and the work. From Akerman’s deeply personal installation I think 

about my own car journeys and the scenery that I might pass on my way to work in Christchurch, 

New Zealand. Despite being a world away, there is, in this disconnect, a strangely similar feeling 

where I am compelled to keep moving and not stop. When I pass through or wait in public spaces I 

might be acutely aware of societal pressures or signposted laws that frown on vagrancy. Certainly, 

many transient places such as airport terminals are especially designed to be marginal or 

meaningless places, lacking in any significance. These ‘non-places’ are the subject of anthropologist 

and sociologist Marc Augé’s book Non-Places: An Introduction to an Anthropology of 

Supermodernity (1995). I seem to be passing through an increasing number of these as I develop 

habitual patterns in my daily routines.   

The Arsenale was like being on a giant conveyor belt of art where I was in a somnambulist 

state moving past all the artworks with only limited time available. Akerman’s travelling shots made 

me suddenly conscious of my lack of engagement with the art within the hall and the slow 

travellator pace that I walked past all the exhibits. Her work shook me out of my automaton trance, 

creating a powerful intervention in my viewing experience, which I hope will resonate in my own 

creative practice. Of course, there are many other reasons to be in awe of Akerman. She was a 

major political feminist artist, and her work was highly regarded and closely read alongside the 

philosophy of Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari. While always interested in multiple readings of her 

work, she was credited with producing the archetypal feminist film Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du 

Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975). Her use of hallways, repetition and somnambulistic acting 

throughout the film brings us back to the Biennale work Now, the Arsenale and my disengaged 

wandering through the transient non-place. 

                                                
1 Claire Staebler, All the World’s Futures, La Biennale di Venezia 56th International Art Exhibition, 2015, 
p.223. 
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Philosopher Deleuze and psychotherapist Guattari have collaborated on a number of 

political critiques together; most notably, Anti-Oedipus (1972) and A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism 

and Schizophrenia (1980). For Deleuze and Guattari, I am an interconnected part of a society willing 

to accept repression in order for the system, late capitalism, to work properly. It is this 

homogeneity, where we are all going in the same direction, that closely resembles fascism. 

Sociologist Paul Virilio observes that ‘in fascism, the state is far less totalitarian than it is suicidal’.2 

As an example, the current right-wing politics in the United States, with its isolationist and divisive 

policies are pitched at making the ‘country great again’, but not its people. Believing that I am 

unable to affect any real change in this world, I find myself, on a bad day, slipping into a state of 

automaton existence as if an extra in a terrible movie. Deleuze, in Cinéma 2: L’image-temps (1985), 

states that ‘the modern fact is that we no longer believe in this world. We do not even believe in 

the events which happen to us, love, death as if they only half concerned us. It is not we who make 

cinema; it is the world, which looks to us like a bad film.’3 The solution then is that I need to be 

shaken awake by a ‘good film’. Like Akerman’s installation, these creative time-based works provide 

me with ‘a line of flight’ away from self-destruction and social and political repression.  

This thesis then is concerned with the tension between our everyday understanding of the 

filmic image and its potential for social change. Many contemporary commentators on social and 

political problems, most notably Slavoj Žižek, have used film to explain their political and 

philosophical positions. My position, akin to Deleuze and Guattari’s, is an investigation into the 

materiality of being not centred on the psychoanalytic approach offered by Žižek, Jacques Lacan 

and Sigmund Freud. Instead, I am interested in an intuitive schizoanalytic approach where a 

multiplicity of narratives effects our behaviour in time and space.4  

After working in the community as a psychotherapist, Guattari became much more 

interested in the political interaction of society. He preferred to work with groups of people rather 

than the ego-based psychology of the individual. The late cultural critic Mark Fisher’s insightful 

Capitalist Realism (2009) offers a Deleuzian alternative to an understanding of contemporary issues 

around Marxist thought and class struggle. In particular, he points to Dutch philosopher Baruch 

Spinoza’s Ethics (1677) as a basis for a potential alternative to the present social hegemony. 

Spinoza’s ‘nanny state’ would not be an easy option, requiring great personal and societal effort to 

understand ethics versus morality, issues which are so often corrupted by governments. If the 

                                                
2 Virillio quoted in Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, A Thousand Plateaus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, 
Bloomsbury, London, 2013, p.269. 
3 Gilles Deleuze, Cinéma 2: L’image-temps, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Robert Galeta, Continuum, London, 
2005, p.171. 
4 Eugene W. Holland, Deleuze and Guattari's Anti-Oedipus: Introduction to Schizoanalysis, Routledge, New 
York, 1999, p.4. 
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unexamined life is not worth living, it is perhaps also worthy of a struggle or effort to be a better 

person living here in Aotearoa.  

In their introduction to A Thousand Plateaus (1980), Deleuze and Guattari state that 

philosophy can have two readings. One is for specialised understanding, and the other is just for 

the beauty of it. In the same way that they find music to be thrilling, like so many music lovers, they 

have no technical ability to play the instruments. They would not distinguish between a good 

philosophical idea or an artist’s good idea or ‘percept’. Their ideas incorporating the beauty in 

language, mathematics, culture and particularly art, are fertile grounds for creativity.  

Two of Deleuze’s favourite philosophers also resonate deeply with both my creative work 

and my understanding of the world. I have already mentioned Spinoza, whom Deleuze calls the 

‘Prince of Philosophers’, and his magnum opus Ethics. It is his ontological ideas on our 

interconnectedness with everything and the single infinite substance central to all Spinozist logic, 

the ‘common plane of immanence’, which is the cornerstone of all Deleuzian thought. Spinoza 

suggests that this could be conceived as a plan, plane or map. It is the moment between ‘future and 

past’ or ‘real and memory’. Pure direction is another way to think of this plane, which introduces 

us to the second philosopher, Henri Bergson, and his ideas of time, memory, free will, the élan vital 

or vital force that flows within us and the use of intuition as method.  

It is these ideas that play an important part in my creative work, especially in the operation 

of a motion-picture camera. Filming ‘in the moment’, as our past is pushing us into the future, 

makes me consider not only my own life as a memory but also my genealogy or whakapapa, which 

can be traced back from Aotearoa to the Dutch seventeenth century of Spinoza, René Descartes, 

Abel Tasman, Rembrandt van Rijn and Christiaan Huygens. As a first-generation Kiwi, I have always 

treasured the peculiar Dutch culture and language I grew up with. Nevertheless, I feel less Dutch 

every time I travel abroad; yet not quite a New Zealander when I return. The transitory airport 

terminal non-place is suddenly charged with significance as I contemplate where I belong in this 

virtual no-man’s land between the safety of the trenches on either side. It is only recently that I 

have embraced the power of my mihi and my place. The mountain Te Mata and river Tukituki in the 

Hawkes Bay where I was born have now become important bearings as I orient myself in the world.  

In the same way, the Māori worldview centred around the idea of mauri, the breath of life, 

has become a kaupapa or guiding principle that underpins my thesis, appearing aurally and / or 

visually as the action of moving air, vibration and distortion. For me, this immanent vibration 

resonates with Spinoza’s ontological view, reducing the essence of life to a single force, Deus sive 

Natura (God or Nature), as well as Bergson’s suggestion that there is only the idea of time as 

duration or durée, as a vibration existing between time and space. Professor Mason Durie, a leading 
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researcher in Māori Studies at Massey University, has prefaced his book Mauri Ora: The Dynamics 

of Māori Health (2001) with a short explanation of both the terms Mauri and Ora with a warning 

that neither terms can be fully understood simply.5  Indeed, he suggests that the whole book could 

be read as an introduction to the nuances around Mauri Ora in an everchanging bi-cultural world 

where the old world and new are in constant re-evaluation.  

 

Further compelling research by Māori academic Taina Whakaatere Pohatu in his reflections on 

Mauri – Rethinking Human Wellbeing (2011) breaks down Mauri into six principles of wellbeing. 

One of these principles is te tūhonohonotanga, the interconnectedness that underlines the special 

relationship that we all have with our whakapapa which is then broadened by association to 

everything else.6  For Durie, he states: ‘No rock or river or tree is entirely dead; shape and form are 

maintained by the spatial arrangement, between cells, and across the whole, and the mauri maybe 

conceptualised as a total energy package adding value to the individual components, creating as it 

were an integrated life force beyond the vision of the eye.7 This concept resonates deeply as a 

recurring theme within this thesis as I make my own unique Pakeha journey in search of well-being.  

It is not my intention in this thesis to weld the Māori worldview to Eurocentric philosophical 

ideas. As Professor Linda Tuhiwai Smith observes in her book Decolonizing Methodologies: Research 

and Indigenous Peoples (2012), I might well be a white traveller telling stories about people in far-

off exotic lands based on my own European male experience.8 In this post-modern world, seemingly 

devoid of grand-narratives, it is easy to cherry pick multiple beliefs and histories that run simpatico 

with my own ontological ideas and feelings. The colourful palette for creative expression often 

overlooks the ethics around appropriation of intellectual property of first-nation people, while 

copyright laws protecting contemporary artists and musicians in particular might suggest that there 

is always a capitalist imperative behind fairness and natural justice.  

In my society, I rely on the work of other people in order to ensure my own survival. The 

conclusion for Spinoza in Ethics is that ‘the more perfection each thing has, the more it acts and the 

less it is acted on, and conversely, the more it acts, the more perfect it is’.9 While the survival of my 

society is dependent on mutual support, it is essential that I understand and am grateful for the 

help of others. For Spinoza, it is important that I do more for others and expect less from them in 

return. I might think that utopian society is possible with all people working in harmony with their 

                                                
5 Durie, Mason. Mauri Ora: The Dynamics of Māori Health. Oxford University Press: Melbourne.2001, p x	
6 Pohatu, Taina W. (2011). Mauri – Rethinking Human Wellbeing. MAI Review, Pp. 3 – 12, 2011. 
7 Durie, p x			
8 Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing Mythologies, 2nd ed., Otago University Press, Dunedin, 2012, p.8. 
9 Benedict Spinoza, Ethics, ed. and trans. Edwin Curley, Penguin Books, London, 1996, p.179. 
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strengths and weaknesses. Instead, the promise of a bi-cultural Aotearoa under the Treaty of 

Waitangi is constantly under tension created by the pressures of hegemony to conform as a single 

societal unit rather than a heterogeneous celebration of divergence. Utopia is therefore easier to 

understand as an idea than as an actual place. It could be something that I might strive to attain 

with great effort, as suggested by Spinoza; or instead, I might think of a multiplicity of simultaneous 

places and ideas as ‘other spaces’, the idea of a perfect utopian future possible in this country.  

Foucault’s essay to architects, ‘Des Espace Autres’ (1967), starts with Galileo Galilei gazing 

at the universe with a telescope. He suggests his greatest ‘scandal’ was not to show that the Earth 

revolved around the Sun, but that space was potentially infinite. However, centuries later, the idea 

of unlimited space or ‘extension’ in today’s overcrowded world has been replaced by 

‘emplacement’. We are now asking: What might our relationship be to all the space around us? For 

Foucault, ‘our epoch is one in which space takes for us the form of relations among sites. … I believe 

that the anxiety of our era has to do fundamentally with space, no doubt a great deal more than 

time.’10 He suggests that through Gaston Bachelard’s Poetics of Space (1964) we can see that we 

do not live in a homogenous and empty space. Rather, spaces are imbued with distinctive qualities. 

They can be physical spaces and also the spaces of our dreams. As individuals, we partition spaces 

in our lives, like ‘private space’ and ‘workspace’, and might often use the word ‘sacred’ when 

delineating between our different spaces. Our lives are lived in relation to a multiplicity of spaces 

such as cinemas, shopping centres, bedrooms or beds. With each thing, I can also have multiple 

relationships. Foucault gives the example of a train as something I might ride to a destination or 

something I might walk through, and as an observer, it is something I can watch pass by. 

Today, we still designate particular purposes and meanings to certain places that relate and 

reflect the society they belong to. Foucault suggests that there are some places, however, that 

differ in a particular way in that they contain or conceal aspects of that society in crisis or perhaps 

deviate from the expected norm within that society. In this way, the society might appear, as a 

whole, much more utopian or as a ‘good place’. Foucault argues that a utopian space is only 

imaginary, whereas these ‘other’ or heterotopian spaces are real. To explain this, he uses the 

analogy of a mirror: ‘The mirror is, after all, a utopia since it is a placeless place. In the mirror, I see 

myself there where I am not, in an unreal, virtual space… (from the mirror Point of view) … I come 

back towards myself; I begin again to direct my eyes towards myself and to reconstitute myself 

where I am.’11 Utopia is something that cannot exist in the real world except as a thought, dream 

                                                
10 Michel Foucault, ‘Des Espace Autres’, Lecture for the Cercle d’etudes architechurale, 14 March 1967, 
reprinted in Utopias, Whitechapel Gallery, London, 2009, p.2. 
11 Foucault, ‘Espace Autres’, p.4. 
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or fantasy.12 Instead, I might consider the possibility of the other heterotopian spaces in my real 

world that act as containers for society’s deviancy or sickness. Public transport buses in 

Christchurch are one such example of a heterotopian space. On the one hand, they are an 

egalitarian and efficient way to transport people around a city; relieving congestion and reducing 

pollution. On the other hand, this system simultaneously contains and hides the poor and aged 

unable to afford or drive their own car, keeping them all together, off the street and out of sight.  

The problem is basically that a broken capitalism, like the bus, only gives the appearance of 

working properly. If I feel anxiously out of step or unable to cope with its demands, society leads us 

to believe that it is I, not capitalism, who needs to be fixed. Even though I have a relatively privileged 

position in society, including the ability to travel around the world, my first-world problems do not 

offer any immunity to depression, for example. Fisher cites psychologist Oliver James in making the 

link between mental health issues with dysfunctional late capitalism.13 For Deleuze and Guattari, 

the reality of capitalism is continually hidden, changing its appearance as it territorialises and re-

territorialises itself. Places that once were private or ‘outside of work’ are invaded as my job 

demands more attention, commodifying and compartmentalising every place and second of my life 

in order to extract as much from me as possible. My self-esteem is based on how well I fit into the 

manufactured image of myself. With the invasion, through the internet, of my home, I no longer 

have safe and private spaces. Through hidden algorithms, social network sites invade, distort and 

create virtual corridors of information seemingly well-suited to my needs.  

Cultural theorist and historian Jonathan Crary suggests in 24/7: Late Capitalism and the 

Ends of Sleep (2013) that cinema has long been considered the opiate of the people, alleviating real 

day-to-day suffering and inequities through the created possibilities of fairy-tale endings and 

miracles in celluloid. Through television and now the internet, the cinema is in our homes 24/7.14 

In particular, realistic interactive role-playing games allow us to enter new virtual worlds where our 

desires might be realised. These interactive worlds might also serve as heterotopian spaces where 

I might contain my anarchic tendencies in a space that reflects my society in a dark mirror of what 

it is not. The game Grand Theft Auto would be a good example of this; players find themselves in a 

dystopian corrupt metropolis, where success is only achieved by harming others before they harm 

you. This is the inverse to the golden rule (do unto others as you would have done to yourself) that 

society imagines is still important and cherished in other heterotopian spaces (movies, fairy-tales, 

fables and biblical parables) where virtue and honesty will always win over evil. In Parallel I–IV 

                                                
12 Foucault, ‘Espace Autres’, p.4. 
13 Mark Fisher, Capitalist Realism: Is There No Alternative, Zero Books, Winchester, UK, 2009, p.19. 
14 Jonathan Crary, 24/7: Late Capitalism and the Ends of Sleep, Verso, New York, 2013, p.47.  
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(2012), 15  German film-maker and post-internet commentator Harun Farocki looked into these 

virtual digital spaces and their histories as they developed from vectors to square blocks through 

to present-day photo-realist images, re-programmable and created at the click of a mouse. His work 

Parallel II looked at the edges of walk-through games. If I reach the peripheries I am stopped or 

punished. My deviation is contained within the prison of the game, thereby mirroring my real world, 

where societal power also limits where I am allowed to go. 

Fisher sees capitalist realism subsuming and consuming all my previous history into a 

monetary value. The obvious example might be the celebration of Christmas, a consumerist 

nightmare hiding behind a thin veil of Christian religious message or a Dickensian idea of altruism.16 

Many commentators, like Fisher, have seen an alternative in Spinoza’s purely ethical search for 

goodness and wellbeing for all people; a striving for a virtuous state that is, in the end, its own 

reward. It is a struggle between my body and mind, but not in the Cartesian sense in that the two 

are separate. Instead, there is a connection not only within ourselves but with each other and every 

perceived animate and inanimate thing. Everything is one vibration on a plane of immanence. 

Bergson would call this force the élan vital, an empowering vibration within us that I might use 

intuitively and creatively to evolve a perceptive consciousness. The Māori worldview might also 

think of the life force mauri here, and how it is linked to mana or the virtue of the individual 

physically manifesting itself in the deportment of the person and their actions of care towards the 

Iwi and broader community. The Māori worldview places importance on our place and identifying 

ourselves through a connection with the land and our ancestors. This is at odds with capitalist 

society’s hold on the material world around us, where I am increasingly finding myself in places of 

transit designed to be unconnected non-places; passageways between my ever-shrinking personal 

spaces. 

In discussing anthropological place, Augé bases his argument, in part, on the work of the 

Jesuit academic Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life (1980), in which he writes about 

environments set up by ruling governments and corporations to control and subjugate citizens. 

While ideas of space and place are central to both Augé and Certeau, they take differing views. For 

Certeau, ‘place’ is an empty grid (viewed from a tall building) over which practice occurs, while 

‘space’ is what is created by practice.17 Conversely, Augé’s space is a measured geometrical area 

that becomes a place. The non-place has its own identity and is typified by three excesses.  

                                                
15 Parallel I–IV: http://angelsbarcelona.com/en/artists/harun-farocki/projects/parallel-i-iv/229 
16 In opposition to capitalism, there is, of course, the Marxist dialectic struggle, which in its synthesis in 
Russia and China has failed to become anything better than another form of capitalism. 	
17 Erdem Ungür, ‘Contradiction and Ambiguity in Non-Place: Non-Place as a Transitional Spatial Concept’, 
unpublished paper available at: www.academia.edu/34898868/Contradiction_and_Ambiguity_in_Non-
Place_Non-Place_as_a_Transitional_Spatial_Concept 
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First, there is an excess of time. Anthropology, according to Augé, is the study of the here 

and now. This will always be difficult to pinpoint as we are continually moving into the future. We 

are bombarded daily with an overabundance of events courtesy of the internet and media, creating 

an acceleration of history that we have no means, in our contemporary world, to fully cope with. It 

is a history that is changing so fast and is ‘snapping at our heels’.18 As an example, Augé relates 

writer François-René Chateaubriand’s feelings on a pilgrimage to visit early Christian holy places. 

Chateaubriand found that he was much more interested in writing about the pilgrimage as a 

journey than about the places he will visit. In 1806, he already believed too much was written about 

the tired ruins falling apart that he cannot add anything further. Augé uses Chateaubriand’s 

observation as an analogy for the problematic situation he believes society is facing today. Namely, 

that there is an increasingly large number of places that we can no longer relate to in a meaningful 

way because they are already overloaded with meaning. Augé likens the present to a prize on a 

game show constantly repeated. The hype of the game show prize will never match the actual 

banality of being there. The places become non-places by over signification and redundancy 

through time. 

Second, the non-place has an excess of space. Paradoxically, as the planet shrinks in terms 

of population, communication and travel, western society has created an overabundance of new 

spaces through television, cyberspace and travel corridors. Excess creates an overlapping of old and 

new, past and present, the ephemeral and the eternal, which co-exist in relative autonomy, no 

longer in a dialectical struggle. In this way, the physical attributes of places have become blurred 

with multiple meanings. A shopping mall in an airport terminal, for example, is confusing. Is it a 

public or private place, international or local? We might also ask: When does a walkway between 

buildings suddenly become a mall and is the outside seating private or public? 

Finally, the non-place requires an excess of Ego. Augé argues that we have an excess of self-

identity. Who we are as individuals, within our society, is slowly being eroded in our postmodern 

world. Our ethnological grand narratives (such as whakapapa or our iconographic knowledge of 

ourselves) are being destroyed or subsumed into a homogenisation of culture or ‘world culture’19 

that lacks any real meaning that could be useful for our individuality. In this way, we stop having a 

special relationship to certain places. Augé suggests that we have yet to learn about the space we 

inhabit as the ‘super-modern’ world does not match exactly the one that we live in.20  

                                                
18 Marc Augé, Non-Places: Introduction to an Anthropology of Supermodernity, trans. John Howe, Verso, 
London, 1995, p.28. 
19 Augé, Non-Places, p.41. 
20 Augé, Non-Places, p.36. 
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It is important to note that Augé is at pains to point out that pure place or non-places are 

only a concept. A person employed at an airport terminal would have a specially authorised and 

personal relationship whereby the non-place becomes the work place. Another example might be 

when we are late boarding our flight and our name is called over the intercom; the place suddenly 

becomes very personal to us. I also feel a personal connection whenever I enter an airport terminal 

and smell the Avgas: I am reminded instantly of the feeling I had as a young boy travelling from New 

Zealand to Holland in 1969. I could not understand the voices around me, the messages on the 

intercoms were unintelligible. Everyone looked so alien that they blended into an amalgam of 

unknown humans. I felt liberated from language, anonymous, floating in a different space away 

from classrooms, yet overloaded with new lessons. It was not an imagined utopian space, but a real 

other-place where I could be a new person; it was a different kind of no-man’s land. Perhaps the 

mixture of language and cultures within such a confined space with such a commonality of purpose 

is not, in fact, conducive to the overarching aims of a hegemonic society. My journey around the 

world was a fantastic odyssey, I had learnt a lot about the world and came back to New Zealand, 

‘spoilt silly’ by my relatives, with lots of fantastic toys. Much like a film, the memories of my 

adventure would become a nostalgic narrative that I would play out in my mind throughout my 

angst-ridden teens and beyond.   

It is this idea of a great adventure that foremost in the minds of most people think of films. 

They consider narrative, authorship and intention, discussions around the truth of the image and 

other related topics. In that sense, certain feature films resemble utopian fantasies in the sense 

that they are delightful ideas where problems are always satisfactorily resolved in the end. Here, a 

tantalising world is created just out of reach and controlled by the capitalist production forces 

intrinsically linked to our society; an opiate for the people or a utopian mirror of a world with 

uncomplicated ethics wherein good overcomes evil. Conversely, the film is also a physical thing, 

assembling actors, props and building sets, the simulacra representations of things that elicit 

feelings. My love of filmmaking comes from my experience behind both the camera and the 

projector, and a fascination with the journey that celluloid film takes, from loading filmstock into a 

camera to the screening of a film. I have fond memories of the physical and visual experience of 

projecting 16mm films for the local film society. Perhaps 16mm and international film societies 

might have been a contender for the original pre-digital ‘poor image’ as an outlet for uncommercial, 

experimental and subversive films too radical for television or uneconomical for profit-making 

cinema. Many prints were damaged or faded, and subtitles were hard to read or so large they 

obscured the visuals. Sometimes shots were missing and the sound would drop out. As a 

projectionist, I found myself often watching the film itself and not following the story.  
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For radical filmmakers like Jean Luc Godard and Dziga Vertov, this would be a truth about 

cinema, the means of production visible, whereby the medium might generate ontologies of 

perception. Impractical and easy to scratch, 16mm film on reels required nimble fingers to thread 

the projector. This haptic assemblage follows a sequence: the cinematographer first threads the 

film stock into a camera; the lab technician threads the film into the developing tanks; the editor 

then threads the workprint into the editing bench; the Neg-matcher assembles the edited shots by 

hand; before the final print is created back at the lab and ultimately presented to the projectionist. 

Digital efficacy has now eliminated all these different sets of hands with single keystrokes on a 

keyboard. The digital age allows us to look back at technical film history over the last 120 years as 

an analogue epoch.21 There is no longer the physical construction of films on reels whereby one 

shot is spliced with the next. The duration of a shot could be held in one’s hand as a length of film. 

The physical size of the negative surface area and the movement or vibration of the film as it 

mechanically moved through the gate of the camera created specific artefacts that no longer exist.  

I have used a wide variety of cameras on works within this research project. The technology 

reflects the more than 30 years’ experience I have in this field. Over the last ten years, I have been 

shooting primarily with the latest RED cameras at a 4k resolution, creating crisp and clear images 

that are unlike anything that resembles the soft glow and vibrant colours of celluloid film.22 The 

post-production of any new film will involve not only traditional colour grading but also the digital 

creation of a ‘look’ to the film, which will normally require a softening of the image and an increase 

in the colour contrast to make it look more cinematic. As well as the RED camera, I have also used 

digital images taken from my iPhone 6 and a Canon S100, both creating dynamic high-definition 

pictures that have been manipulated digitally. In the previously mentioned Steyerl essay, ‘In 

Defence of the Poor Image’, the lo-res digital image is championed as a nomad travelling in the 

digital desert. In cyberspace, it can move outside of the striated acceptable academy formats and 

pixel resolutions. Uncontrolled or illegal sites such as ‘Pirate Bay’ become a Deleuzian nautical 

reference on a smooth digital ocean or Foucault’s heterotopian place; as a deviant mirror reflecting 

itself back on our society. 

By comparison, the 16mm film seems extravagant in its expense at $3 (NZ) per foot of film 

(100ft yielding approximately just under three minutes of footage). On one hand, it is an aesthetic 

choice, akin to choosing to paint with more expensive oil instead of watercolour. Not only are the 

results vastly different, but they also require an entirely different practice in the approach and 

                                                
21 1893 saw the first public projection of celluloid film. The year 2000 saw the first public cinemas with DCP 
digital projection. Today, most cinemas can no longer project celluloid film. 		
22 RED One and Dragon are state of the art digital cameras that along with the Arriflex Alexa set the 
standard for digital motion pictures. They offer high resolution from 2k to 8k. 
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execution of the work. Working with celluloid, and in particular, the clockwork 16mm Bolex H16 

film camera, I can create works outside of the digital epoch we are living in. Even the poorest ‘poor 

image’ must still operate in the digital binary world of 0s and 1s, negating its basic autonomy as a 

free agent. Just as the celluloid film requires the mechanical projector, the digital image file needs 

a computer.  

Christian Marclay’s film The Clock (2010) is a good example of how analogue technology 

can be placed inside the digital.23 Images of watches and clocks from over a thousand analogue 

films were sampled and edited to create a digital 24hr clock where the time represented on the 

screen corresponded to the real time of day. The Clock also utilised other supporting shots from the 

scenes around the specific shot of time. The result is a montage of actors waiting anxiously, 

anticipating a coming moment. With jump cuts and repetition, the film creates different rhythms 

of time, speeding it up and slowing it down. In this way, Marclay has succeeded in incorporating 

two very different times and this is something that I will use in my own creative practice. With 24hr 

loop synced with real time, digitally projected and run from a computer, The Clock could only be a 

possibility in our present digital epoch, where downloading and streaming is now taken for granted.  

Conversely, the Bolex camera is completely hand operated. It has a clockwork mechanism 

that must be wound to allow for up to 20 seconds or thereabouts of constant filming. It has no 

crystal governing mechanism to ensure constant speed and therefore it is impossible to sync this 

camera with the separately recorded sound of a person talking or playing an instrument; this 

highlights another analogue artefact where the frame rate fluctuates throwing the sound out of 

sync. The ubiquitous 16mm Eiki projector – lightweight for portability – has always created 

problems with focus and drive belts. Furthermore, when metal touches celluloid, there will 

eventually be damage such as scratches and broken sprockets. The focus is thrown through the 

vibration of the mechanism. Dust will always build up in the gate creating dancing hairs jumping 

around the picture. The analogue film might sit within contemporary digital filmmaking as a 

philosophical model similar to ‘thought within thinking’ or ‘clock time’ within duration.  

Thus far, I have given some indication of the ideas that underpin this research and 

mentioned some of the directions I have taken in approaching and making five specific works. The 

first work, Gouden Eeuw. Circa 1665 or 2018 (16mm to digital, 2018), features high-definition digital 

footage, re-photographed to 16mm film, which is in turn re-digitised. The circularity in the process, 

while embedded, is also another layer of repetition and difference that is the cornerstone of both 

Deleuzian and Bergsonian thought that will be covered in chapters 4 and 5. The play between digital 

and celluloid will also become more pronounced in subsequent works. This playful piece on two 

                                                
23 Christian Marclay, The Clock (2010). I saw a good hour of this masterpiece at the Venice Biennale in 2011. 
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screens represents a duality that will also be a leitmotiv throughout the works as the past and 

present collide. This work is set in two imagined worlds: Amsterdam circa 1670 and an International 

airport in 2018. Both these non-places are the subject of chapter 2, as I (playing the Dutch 

gentleman) search for utopia. We are also introduced to the Bolex camera and celebrate the 

focusable lens courtesy of Spinoza as philosopher / lens grinder and Huygens as scientist / inventor. 

The second work, At the Seaside (single channel 16mm film to digital looped, 2018), 

features two panning shots out to sea. In Foucault’s explanation of heterotopian spaces, he uses 

the example of a ship out at sea going from port to port. His writing will be a reoccurring theme in 

chapters 2 and 4. In this work I imagine a view from the shores of New Zealand looking out to find 

our society reflected over the horizon. The faux mirroring with unstable Bolex footage is also a 

feature of Foucault’s other places as we seek to see ourselves reflected. 

The third work, Ritornello (16mm looped on Eiki projector, 2018), is a homage to film-maker 

Deren, De Stijl architect Gerrit Rietveld and philosopher Bergson. In chapter 4, I will connect them 

through the vibration between immanence and pure memory, where architecture is abstracted as 

movement in film. Deleuze’s ideas on the movement image and time image are also discussed in 

this chapter in terms of how we might think about free will and intuition. This is one of two works 

that operates outside of digital time and also demonstrates a multiplicity of times within a gallery 

space. Repetition and entropy are also themes that can be observed in the duration of the 

projection as dust and scratches inevitably appear. This is also the subject of the fourth work, 

International Step (single channel 16mm film to digital looped, 2018). This video projection is an 

echo of At the Seaside. It is a companion, mirrored and projected on the opposing wall. In his most 

famous work, Creative Evolution, Bergson explored repetition and our sensori-motor schema 

forming habits, which might explain our society’s suicidal trajectory into fascist state. The repetition 

of the ubiquitous travellator step is a feature of the non-place airport terminal or shopping mall. 

For Bergson and Deleuze the key to change is intuition, where an immanent break from our past 

memories will shock us into a new line of flight away from an entropic demise.   

The final work, Jetztzeit (2018), is a multimedia installation featuring aircraft passenger 

seats, amplified air and phase effects. The data projectors’ fans are amplified through speakers that 

surround the passenger seats. The doppler effect of the air will approximate the aural experience 

of flight. Like Heraclitus stepping into the river, this work is a meditation on the continual movement 

of time into an ever-changing future.24 The work also evokes Spinoza’s idea about conatus; our 

persistence to continue. This is the closest thing to an individual force that Spinoza allows us, as in 

                                                
24 In his Cratyus, Plato attributes the famous aphorism ‘no man ever steps in the same river twice’ to 
Hericlitus of Ephesus. 
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every other way, we are interconnected with all things and part of one substance: Deus sive Natura. 

We are like a stone thrown in mid-air, with no idea how we got there or where we are heading.  

As for originality, I have encountered several artworks that could frame or define my field 

of operations. The Clock is of course a contemporary masterpiece that has generated much critical 

response. As a European filmmaker, however, Marclay can glibly impose ‘white time’ over the 

entirety of the space-time continuum, unaware that he does so. My waiting spaces are not the 

same as his anticipatory anxieties, either. Nova Paul’s This is Not Dying (2010) will be fully discussed 

in chapter 3; a major work produced in Aotearoa, it could easily have international recognition. I 

don’t aim to compete with Paul’s mastery of her cultural context, in fact her certainty might make 

my work arguably closer again to Marclay’s. Instead, my artwork melds a unique set of information 

into a new perception about the set, the camera and our views through it. The works seeks to 

position these materially, through high-resolution digitally enhanced contemporary methodologies 

as well as those that embrace the grain of the Bolex from a past analogue era. Although the ease 

of moving between the two may be becoming more common within the artworld, my long career 

as a professional cinematographer as well as my many years working with celluloid film positions 

me well to make work that can traverse both worlds. 

What follows will unfold the key concepts of the research. I will start with my search for 

place and ideas about utopia in chapter 2. The instability of what we know to be true and real will 

develop through the next three chapters into the primacy of movement and memory as proposed 

by Deleuze and Bergson. My creative works bookend each chapter as transitions between the ideas 

contained therein. My hope is that the readers and viewers of this thesis might find their place in 

the constant movement of time and that the élan vital will motivate them to never tire from 

searching for new perspectives as we move towards the never-ending horizon.   
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Work #1 

 

 

  
 

Gouden Eeuw. Circa 1665 or 2018 (2018). Two channel, digital / 16mm, 8min. 

 

An anachronistic seenteenth- and twenty-first-century self-portrait in an irreverent Cindy 

Sherman / Rodney Graham style. Pious study, the lens, clockwork cameras and jet travel feature, 

with the hubris and ennui creating tension between the diptych of two monitor screens. 
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Chapter 2: Material Worlds: Places, Non-Places, Utopias and the 

Golden Age 

  

It is through my heritage and formative years tht I will, in this chapter, make numerous connections 

in search of my place. My fascination with air travel and other transient places has led me to think 

about late capitalism and a neo-liberal society spiralling out of control. This journey begins in the 

Dutch seventeenth-century Golden Age, where capitalism as we know it today was born. Also born 

then was philosopher Baruch Spinoza, who instead might provide us with an alternative ethical 

consciousness.  

The relatively short life of the philosopher Spinoza sits neatly in the middle of the Dutch 

Gouden Eeuw or Golden Age. His work sheds light into the shadows of religion, ushering in a new 

age of enlightenment in the same way that light falls on the cadaver in the painting The Anatomy 

Lesson of Dr Nicolaes Tulp (1632) by Rembrandt, who also painted the famous Nightwatch in 1642, 

the year Abel Tasman became the first European to reach New Zealand. Many years later in 1969, 

I in turn discovered Holland, flying by jet from New Zealand at the age of 9. As I matured, I realised 

my privileged position in the world and that now I too am living in something of a contemporary 

Golden Age, at least in relation to travel. Spinoza was not born wealthy: what little money he earned 

came, in part, from the manufacture of very high-quality lenses, which were bought by the inventor 

and scientist Christiaan Huygens, and used in the construction of more powerful telescopes. 

Huygens, in turn, discovered the rings of Saturn in 1655 and wrote the first Treatise on Light (1690), 

rivalling Isaac Newton and independently developing a wave theory of light. Perhaps most 

importantly, Huygens was also the inventor of the pendulum clock in 1656. This mechanical clock 

and its precise interstices tie in with the commodification of time into segments: timekeeping 

machines began to rule our lives. The governing of time and the clockwork mechanism combined 

with the properties of light and lenses are essentially the workings of the 16mm Bolex camera; 

minus only the celluloid film, which would be invented by the Eastman Kodak company 200 years 

later.  

Embarking on his film career, Orson Welles stated: ‘This is the biggest electric train set any 

boy ever had.’25 As a child, I had an elaborate electric train set. I continue to love making any kind 

of model, anything with parts, especially plastic kitsets. Airfix, an appropriately named company of 

plastic scale models, is exactly that, a ‘fix’. On medication for epilepsy between the age of 12 and 

20, I found it hard to concentrate on lessons at school. Sports were, unsurprisingly, somewhat 

                                                
25 Apocryphal quote attributed to Orson Welles in 1940 on his arrival at the RKO film studios. 
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terrifying and I found playing the cello in the School Orchestra a thrilling experience, feeling a great 

power in the assemblage of sounds. This idea of a group of musicians creating rhythms, melody and 

harmony greater than the sum of the parts is another form of kitset and also a great attraction to 

me. Christchurch in the 1980s was the right place and time to be part of an alternative music scene. 

The post-punk aesthetics of Flying Nun records centred around a DIY ethos that would soon give 

me the opportunity to make my first music videos. The realisation of Welles’s quote comes full 

circle as the model train transforms into the 16mm Bolex camera.  

 At the same time that I was at primary school at Mt Maunganui in 1967, when Foucault, in 

his address to architects on ‘Other Spaces’, stated: ‘We are in the age of the simultaneous, of 

juxtaposition, the near and the far, the side by side and the scattered. A period in which, in my view, 

the world is putting itself to the test, not so much as a great way of life destined to grow in time 

but as a net that links points together and creates its own muddle.’26 Two years later in 1969, my 

family flew to Holland to celebrate my grandparents’ fiftieth wedding anniversary. This trip became 

an acceleration of my nine-year-old world beyond the cosy Pakeha kiwi neighbourhood to a first-

hand experience of the world and the brand-new jet age. This was at a time just before long-range 

jumbo jets were introduced, so our family hopped around the world from Auckland to Tahiti to Los 

Angeles, Vancouver, Toronto, Prestwick and finally Amsterdam. The experience was a mix of 

paradoxes where, one minute, I could be the centre of my family’s attention, and then in an instant, 

I might be anonymous and lost in a crowd unable to understand the noise of foreign languages and 

unable to communicate with anyone. The return journey meandered through Paris, Athens, Beirut 

(only days after an Israeli attack on the airport), New Delhi, Bangkok, Singapore and Sydney, then 

back to Auckland. The transient modernist architecture of travel in the jet age became my special 

place. I would spend the rest of my life thinking about that journey. Like Chris Marker’s central 

character in La Jetée (1962) I too have a photo-like memory of Charles de Gaulle Airport. In a 

Proustian way, the smell of Avgas and cigar smoke instantly makes me recall this time. In my 

photographic frozen moment, I am clutching a small leather suitcase in one hand with my mother’s 

brown suede jacket in the other. 

Back in New Zealand, my family then moved away from the idyllic seaside resort of Mt 

Maunganui to wintery Dickensian Timaru with its patina of coal dust on everything. Cast out of 

Arcadia I went to a seemingly fascist high school. Timaru Boys’ High School in the 1970s happily 

promoted a boys-only, cisgender-imperative sports and bullying culture. It featured streamed 

classes designed to establish a future stratified workforce, with zero bicultural awareness, crowned 

by the proudly displayed Oaktree presented by Adolf Hitler to ex-student and athlete Jack Lovelock 

                                                
26 Foucault, ‘Espace Autres’, p.60. 
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at the 1936 Berlin Olympics.27 A place for everyone and everyone in their place is one idea of a 

perfect society. If we were to imagine the perfect utopian world, would it need to be populated by 

people that are all uniformly healthy and happy? For Hitler’s Nazi party, their utopia first started 

with the elimination of the sick and deviant; using eugenics based on a corrupt science. Soon they 

moved on to genocide and finally the suicidal end of the whole country including Hitler himself: 

that is, there was no-one ‘good’ enough left. 

For Foucault, utopia could only exist as an idea or fairy-tale dream. He proposed that 

instead of one fantasy no-place or utopia, we instead have many other-places or heterotopias. He 

famously used the metaphor of the panopticon prison, which has a strongly optical theme of society 

as a power / surveillance machine that, we believe, is always watching and controlling us. The use 

of mirrors then, suggests that we are in fact watching ourselves as a collective group of relationships 

or a network. Foucault would call this a dispositif while Deleuze would similarly describe society as 

a rhizomic assemblage of interrelated parts, interconnected at every level. The perfect society 

would project itself as if it were looking at many mirrors. These mirrors would be the ‘other places’, 

and each one might be a container for crisis, sickness and deviation, which are important parts of 

any society that wishes to grow.  

Like all high schools, Timaru Boys’ exemplifies Foucault’s example of a heterotopian space. 

It is a container for immature children undergoing a ‘crisis’ in their lives as they are assimilated into 

adulthood. It is here that all the cruelty of adult unpleasantness is deemed to be experienced safely 

in the classroom. Another example would be retirement villages, removing ‘old’ people from a 

utopian vision of a healthy society. If we think about old age and society in regards to today’s late 

capitalism, the crisis of old age becomes the deviation of old age. The idleness of the elderly is now 

equated with the laziness of the unemployed, and it cannot be confused with the leisure time 

earned by the workers. The deviation heterotopia would include rest homes, psychiatric hospitals 

and prisons. Taking this further, Crary suggests sleep is the only remaining barrier, the only enduring 

‘natural condition’ that capitalism cannot eliminate.28 

For the anthropologist, our present societies are continually changing all the time. Libraries 

and museums, continually filling up with past histories, are also heterotopian spaces where the 

present society is partitioned by what it no longer is. Dealing with different slices of time, Foucault 

also calls these sites heterochronies. The museum reflects society by showing all the things that, 

related in the past, are now no longer part of it. Society also controls entry to the heterotopian 

sites. Either entry is compulsory, like schools or prisons, or they can be entered by rites and 

                                                
27 This tree is featured in Ann Shelton’s photographic exhibition In a Forest (2011), which brought together 
the surviving Nazi oaks from all over the world. 
28 Crary, 24/7, p.74. 
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purifications or by permission with certain gestures. One final principle that Foucault adds to the 

character of these other spaces is that they, in relation to our real world, create places of illusion 

that are perhaps façades that expose or parody the partitions of our society. Cyber-space and social 

media are good examples of this. The effort made to make Facebook a friendly and ‘good place’ to 

visit is not too different to old-fashioned brothels elaborately set out with a façade of opulence. Or 

else, on the contrary, their role is to create a space that is other, another real space, as perfect, 

meticulous and well-arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed and jumbled. This latter type would 

be the heterotopia; not of illusion, but of ‘compensation’.29 We might think of a British colony 

settling in Christchurch in 1850, complete with a grid-like plan and an Anglican Church at its centre. 

Similarly, the rebuilding of Christchurch after the earthquakes featured numerous precincts such as 

law, leisure and sport around the centre of the city. These new heterotopian places are positioned 

centrally in a compensatory effort to make a ‘good place’ for everyone. 

While Foucault’s mirror, or optical machine, might create other places in its reflection, 

cinema is another mirror that is held up to reflect society or, perhaps, it creates an opiate haze 

where we might imagine a perfect society reflected back, instead of our nauseous or dull reality. In 

a detour that will connect my whakapapa with cinema, my film-making, philosophy and 

contemporary society, we will go back beyond the birth of cinema in the 1890s. The term ‘Golden 

Age’ is often used by conservatives when wishing for better times while those on the left would 

more likely talk of a utopian society in the future. I can trace my ancestry back to the seventeenth 

century, where, my mother told me, we were related to Michiel de Ruyter, Admiral of the Dutch 

Navy and victor against the English in the infamous Raid on the Medway in 1667. This battle was 

documented by Samuel Pepys in his diary; the Dutch fleet took the English by surprise by sailing up 

the Thames and defeating the navy while they were docked. 

 

                                                
29 Foucault, ‘Espace Autres’, p.8. 
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Figure 2: Michiel de Ruyter painted by Ferdinand Bol in 1667. 

  

Around one hundred and fifty years earlier, in 1516, Englishman Thomas More had his novel 

Utopia printed in Leiden, Holland, by his good friend and theologian Desiderius Erasmus. Religious 

wars and the decline of Phillip II’s Spanish empire throughout the sixteenth century saw the 

Netherlands emerge as a world power by the beginning of the seventeenth century. The Dutch, 

without any natural resources, learnt to pickle herrings, which they traded for Scandinavian timber, 

enabling them to build larger ships. Exploration and discovery turned to exploitation in the East 

Indies, resulting in genocide for the native tribes of the Banda Islands, who live on the only islands 

in the world that grow nutmeg. At that time Tasman mapped out the uncharted southern seas in 

search of a passageway to Chile, which might expedite access to the Dutch East Indies from the 

Netherlands. Stumbling on New Zealand, he was attacked by Māori and returned to Batavia without 

any new spices or treasures. 

Amsterdam, the Netherland’s capital, is located in a natural harbour, not too dissimilar to 

More’s perfect island with a port set in a lagoon. By 1600 it had emerged as the most important 

Port in Europe, rivalling Venice and quickly becoming a trading centre sending goods up the river 

arteries into the heart of Europe. With an innovative new banking system, trade, the stock exchange 

and shares, throughout the seventeenth century, the Dutch created enormous wealth and comfort 

for their lucky people. Capitalism had arrived and became the mechanism where a utopian society 

might be attainable for a privileged few. ‘Life liberty and the pursuit of happiness’ was the 

prerogative of the wealthy in Amsterdam well before philosopher John Locke was born and no 

doubt influential for him as he spent time as an exile in the Netherlands. As with the people 
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imagined in More’s Utopia, there was time to contemplate the sciences, read the philosophy of 

logic and worship a loving God that rewards them with an immortal soul for their good deeds.30 

The Netherlands’ religious tolerance attracted persecuted refugees from all over Europe, 

including the Jewish Spinoza family from Spain. The best minds, rather than the most perfect souls 

as promised by religion, could work together towards previously unimagined material wealth. The 

relative religious freedom also allowed Spinoza to think freely (albeit carefully) about the rationality 

of God’s existence. His sincere and frugal life endeared him to a few important people who would 

protect him and his writing. For many more, however, he was a heretic and was excommunicated 

from the Jewish faith; there were even attempts on his life.31  

Also in the seventeenth century, scientists were using concave lenses alongside the camera 

obscura and camera lucida to study how light travels and how we see things around us.32 Descartes 

suggested that the lens from a human eye taken from a cadaver and placed in a camera obscura 

could demonstrate light travelling to the optic nerve.33 Huygens would use, for his experiments, 

lenses that were made by Spinoza, who, as mentioned, made his living as a quality lens grinder.34 

In the same way that we might use mathematics to calculate the refraction and magnification of 

light or optics as well as the speed at which it travels, Spinoza’s philosophy similarly uses Euclidian 

geometry to investigate our ontology with reason. In demonstrating this methodology, Spinoza 

reduces all life to a single infinite substance, Deus sive Natura, of which we are all a part. This puts 

him at odds with Descartes’ ideas on the duality of mind and body. It is this Spinozist thinking that 

would later become the cornerstone of Deleuze’s ontological worldview; the ‘plane of immanence 

where we are like a point or a probe that is moving through matter, which is itself part of the very 

matter that it moves through’.35  Always in motion, Deleuze goes on to describe the ‘plane of 

immanence’ as an ‘immense abstract machine’.36 Crary, in his Techniques of the Observer (1990), 

hints at Spinoza’s ‘single substance’ influence on Fechner’s psychology and the creation of 

mathematic formulas as a function of the relationship between sensation and stimulus (Weber-

                                                
30 Thomas More, Utopia, 1516, trans. Paul Turner, Folio Society, London, 1965, p.92. 
31 New Zealand’s own controversial theologian Lloyd Geering would also face a similar heresy charge in 
1967 for claiming that the resurrection of Jesus Christ did not happen and that God was not a supernatural 
entity.  
32 While the camera lucida was not patented until 1806 by William Woolaston, Johannes Kepler had already 
outlined its working principles in 1611 in his Dioptrice.   
33 Jonathan Crary, Techniques of the Observer, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, 1990, 
p.47. 
34 Sadly, Spinoza’s short life may have been due to the inhalation of glass particles damaging his lungs. 
35 Simon O’Sullivan, ‘A Diagram of the Finite-Infinite Relation: Towards a Bergsonian Production of 
Subjectivity’, in John Mullarkey and Charlotte De Mille, eds, Bergson and the Art of Immanence: Painting, 
Photography, Film, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 2013, p.169. 
36 Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, Anti-Oedipus: Capitalism and Schizophrenia, trans. R. Hurley, M. Seem 
and H.R. Lane, Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1983, I, p.296. 
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Fechner Law). Crary states that ‘with such an equation the inside/outside of the camera obscura 

dissolves and a new kind of annexation of the observer is made possible’.37 Without Cartesian 

dualism, subjectivity can now be measured as a function of the body.  

In Spinoza’s mind, the only reality is the single Deus sive Natura concept, which is 

intrinsically linked to everything knowable and yet to be known. Our minds too are part of the 

material fabric whereby a vibration is created between memory and perception of the real word: 

Immanence, a materialistic metaphysics. While most of Holland prayed and gave thanks to a 

transcendent God they could not see, the humble and austere Spinoza sought the greatness of Deus 

sive Natura in the dust moving through the air. Outside organised religion, he created an ‘other 

place’, a place based on ethics, where one attained virtue through reason and an intuitive freedom 

of mind not dependent on God or false promises. The discovery of truth was something that one 

can only attain through struggle and effort. To be a better person, Spinoza states, ‘the mind as far 

as it can, strives to imagine those things that increase or aid the body’s power of acting’.38 This 

struggle is the understanding and action on the harmful effects of other things on us and in return 

reduces the harm or affect that we might do to other things. Importantly, the reduction of harm to 

others is not to be confused with inaction. ‘The more perfection a thing has, the more it acts and 

the less it is acted on; and conversely the more it acts, the more perfect it is.’39 We might start to 

see the beginnings of a utopian society developed out of these ethics. At the very least they might 

provide a line of flight away from capitalism.  

While Spinoza called for individual action, More’s Utopia suggested a society where the 

good people were separated from the unpleasantries of life. The city had shopping centres where 

washed vegetables and prepared cuts of meat were sold. To further enhance feelings of humanity, 

it was important that the of killing an animal take place out of sight. Likewise, eliminating dirt and 

unhygienic practices from the town was essential.40 More was already suggesting here a place very 

familiar to us today, removed from the reality of the abattoir and garden. It is not a great leap to 

think of New Zealand today with shopping malls full of goods manufactured by exploited labour in 

sweatshops from third world countries just like the Indonesia of the Dutch Golden Age. Perhaps, 

the majority of ‘us’ are not too different from the lucky people of More’s island or the wealthy 

Amsterdam folk. Furthermore, we might think of the Graachts or canals in Amsterdam as more 

than just waterways of commerce in barges to warehouses. They might also be seen by the wealthy 

                                                
37 Crary, Techniques of the Observer, p.145. 
38 Spinoza, III, p.12. 
39 Spinoza, VI, p.40. 
40 More, p.82. 
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as highways, transient places or proto non-places, expedient corridors of fast travel to avoid the 

sight of poverty or slavery; resembling modern western society today.  

Foucault suggests that a government functions as a superstructure of power providing ‘the 

capacity of agents to realise their will or interest over and against the will or interest of another’.41 

For him, power stems from the relation of parts and not a hierarchical structure coming exclusively 

from the top. Yet nor does the foundation of power come from binary oppositions such as peasants 

and working class. This is not to say that there is a vacuum in which power exerts itself; power 

requires resistance to exist. Foucault writes, the ‘state can only operate from other existing power 

relations. The state is super-structural in relation to a whole series of power networks that invest 

the body, sexuality, the family, kinship, knowledge, technology and so forth.’42  

Unsurprisingly, Marxist criticism of Foucault’s work on power centres around his lacking a 

‘class point of view’ and of course the fundamental importance of the state. According to Marxist 

Sociologist Nico Poulantzas, Foucault’s work, while problematic, might provide healthy criticism of 

Marxist limitations and provide new insights in the modern day and age.43 For Foucault, power 

relations are endemic in all areas of social life rather than having a single Marxist fundamental basis 

built on a historic class struggle. Instead, power is grounded in the relations of all production 

requiring resistance and opposition, which creates exploitation that in turn becomes a class 

struggle.44 In this way, the oppressive vertical schema is removed and replaced by an immanent 

horizontal or rhizomic model, where all things are connected. In this way we might understand, 

through Spinoza, that we are the government. It is our selfish pursuit of happiness that has created 

this late capitalist world on a fascist path to destruction. Fisher suggested that a Spinozist nanny 

state might be the only solution.45 It would have at its centre Spinoza’s Ethics, although it would not 

be perfect, as it would only be able to aspire towards a utopian-like ideal. Like John F. Kennedy’s 

‘…ask what you can do for your country’, it would require greater effort from us to affect or ease 

the problems of others: the more we act, the more perfect we become. 

 From my earliest days, I have had a privileged point of view as I stared down at society 

from 35,000ft at all the ‘other spaces’ that collectively mirrored my flawed society. It is here where 

sickness and deviation complete the full picture of what makes us human. In searching for my place, 

my whakapapa has led me back to seventeenth century Holland, the birth of capitalism and, in 

                                                
41 Barry Smart, Michel Foucault, 3rd ed., Routledge, London, 1985, p.122. 
42 Michel Foucault, Power / Knowledge: Selected Interviews and other Writings 1972–1977, ed. Colin 
Gordon, Pantheon Books, New York, 1980, p.122. 
43 Nicos Poulantzas, Poulantzas Reader: Marxism, Law and the State, ed. James Martin, London, Verso, 
2008, p.21. 
44 Smart, p.124.  
45 Fisher, p.71. 
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contrast, the birth of Spinoza. It is his ideas of our interconnectedness that might offer a way to re-

think the Marxist dialectical struggle into a rhizomic like distribution of wealth and power for all. 

We must also thank the Dutch Golden Age for art and science, which brings us back to Rembrandt’s 

Anatomy Lesson, but also, importantly, to Huygens’ refinements of lenses and magnification that 

introduced us to new worlds. Alongside one of his other inventions, the pendulum clock, the legacy 

of Huygens’ work will be the subject of the next chapter.  
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Work #2 
 

 

 
 

At the Seaside (2018). 2x channel, 16mm / digital, 2.49min looped.  

 

This work is a diptych shot on a 16mm Bolex and digitised. With my back to the city of 

Christchurch, I am filmed on the sand dunes of New Brighton Beach (see p. 36). The panning 

across the horizon is suggesting that we are in the middle of the ocean on an island.  
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Chapter 3: An Ethical Camera 

 

In this chapter I will look at my filmmaking practice alongside my peers in Aotearoa. I will start to 

explore the ideas of a multitude of time durations and how film-makers respond to time by using 

the technology and language of film. My own ideas of duration will be discussed alongside my own 

creative works.  

The paradox of Huygens’ inventions is that, on one hand, his focusable telescopes let us see 

the infinite universe, and we can imagine a future with unlimited possibilities. On the other, he also 

created a pendulum clock that can divide time like physical spaces to be exploited as a planned or 

predictable future. The 16mm Bolex camera is fundamentally a combination of both of Huygens’ 

inventions as it features focusable lenses and an adjustable viewfinder. As the pendulum clock 

divides time into interstices of seconds, the mechanism of the clockwork camera also divides time 

into frames on celluloid film. Furthermore, his lifelong study of light laid down principles crucial to 

the operation of the camera. Through the camera viewfinder, like the telescope, infinite possibilities 

come into sight. The film footage created by the camera, however, comprises sequential and finite 

scenes; the frames are frozen interstices of time. Both the camera and projector perpetuate a 

fallacy that complicates the way in which we comprehend time. Projected cinema, with its quick 

succession of frozen frames, gives us the illusion of movement while our mind, on the other hand, 

gives us the illusion that we might be able to freeze a moment in time with our memory. Long 

before cinema, Zeno of Elea made this paradoxical observation: An observer on the ground follows 

an arrow flying through the sky. For a relative moment, it seems like the arrow is static. Is it possible 

that for the smallest interstice, the arrow might not be moving at all?   

For Deleuze, unpacking philosophical problems of time and reality is complicated. He 

states, ‘cinema opens the possibility for deterritorializing the cogito, that rigid image of thought 

which in one form or another, has dominated western philosophy’.46 In his two books on Cinema, 

Cinema 1: l’Image-Mouvement (1983) and Cinema 2: l’Image-Temps (1985), he is not interested in 

the mechanics of the camera or its unique aesthetic qualities due to the mechanical and chemical 

artefacts embedded in the celluloid print. For Deleuze, watching cinema is the perfect model of 

sensation and stimulus as the projected light hits the screen and the ‘movement image’ shakes our 

consciousness awake. However, as a film-maker and cinematographer, my creative practice has 

developed around an affinity with the equipment and my relationship with it as much as the final 

projected product.   

                                                
46 Gregory Flaxman, ‘Introduction’, in Gregory Flaxman, ed., The Brain is the Screen: Deleuze and the 
Philosophy of Cinema, University of Minnesota Press, Minneapolis, 2000, p.2. 
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The importance of the materiality of equipment and methods has always been with me. In 

order to get my first music videos on air, they needed to conform with technical broadcasting 

standards. 16mm was acceptable, but Super8 and VHS tape were considered below par. It was 

thought that people would complain that their television reception was not at optimal strength. I 

made a number of experimental videos that pushed many of these boundaries, but they were 

hardly ground-breaking as they were shown only once or twice on late-night television and were 

preaching to the converted fans of independent music. 

In the 1990s, I sought to become a storyteller as I believed I had some important stories 

that would find an audience. I mistakenly thought that epilepsy in my teenage years and the 

subsequent unhappy times at school would provide a grand David versus Goliath narrative to an 

eager audience seeking social justice. The anti-Oedipus Deleuze would frown on my dwelling on 

traumatic periods of my life. The fantasist in me would create suffocating oppression out of typical 

growing pains around acceptance by peers. These would later become a self-fulfilling prophecy 

where sickness and less-than-perfect times at school create a vertical or hierarchical tree-like 

dominance overarching all my thought and creating a negative narrative that still has the power to 

exert its influence on me, even if I know that memory is not always a reliable narrator.  

In 1998, I made a short semi-autobiographical coming-of-age film called Black Spot (1998). 

While it was in production, Sima Urale’s film O Tamaiti (1997) was released to world acclaim. Her 

film centred around a young Pacific Island boy who, overwhelmed with the responsibility of looking 

after his siblings, is tragically faced with the death of the youngest child. In contrast, my whimsical 

film portrayed a drifting in and out of consciousness from dream to reality. Urale’s main character 

Tino, a boy of similar age to my character, never has a chance to dream as the family tragedy 

unravels around him. His world seems set in hospital corridors where he must wait and deal with 

tragedy alone. Conversely, my short film ends with the privileged boy cradled in the arms of his 

mother, able to continue his daydreams in suburbia.   

In Black Spot, I acknowledged a rich film-making past, making references to great auteurs 

such as Alfred Hitchcock, Carl Theodor Dreyer and Fritz Lang. It was seamlessly edited, and the 

carefully crafted black and white photography was very beautifully shot. Conversely, Urale used the 

camera like an anthropologist documenting the here and now. Here were new images that had not 

been seen before. There was no reassuring film history / memory to fall back on. It is not like she 

was unaware of accepted filmic conventions; instead, there was a new, fresh re-purposing of the 

dominant western filmmaking tools in the creation of a new language.  

Indeed, the imposition of western technology is a central theme of In Praise of Shadows 

(1933), an essay on Japanese aesthetics written by Jun’ichirō Tanizaki in the 1930s as the country 
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rapidly (and with tragic consequences) westernised itself through industrialisation. Idiosyncratically 

and poetically, he laments the loss of a patina of culture and a ‘Japanese-ness’, thousands of years 

in the making. He recognises that we all need a place to live that is uniquely our own. For him, the 

introduction of the naked tungsten light bulb has destroyed the age-old dark shadows intrinsically 

designed in traditional Japanese houses to create natural voids for the organisation of storage and 

living spaces. A specific cultural construction of spaces and places was now forever lost. He realises 

that it is not possible to turn back the clock as there are incredible advantages to the new 

technologies. Instead, he imagines that in isolation, Japan would have eventually discovered radio 

and aviation themselves. ‘There would have been no borrowed gadgets; they would have been the 

tools of our own culture, suited to us’.47 Tanizaki went on to write ‘and had we (the Japanese) 

invented the phonograph and the radio, how much more faithfully they would reproduce the 

special characters of our voices and our music’.48  

While Urale has found a way to use the ‘borrowed gadgets’ to tell her own Pacific Island 

story, contemporary Vietnamese artist Nguyen Trinh Thi’s video work, Letters from Panduranga 

(2015) describes the problem from within the film. It is a short meditative essay film about the 

Cham people, a small ethnic minority within Vietnam, and their uncertain future as a nuclear power 

station is to be built in their traditional homelands. In the middle of the film, Nguyen, on camera, 

despairs of the limitations to imaging people on camera. She tries single shots, group shots, filming 

them unaware, or with them looking straight down the lens.49 We are left with the feeling that this 

western world invention is unable to be of any use in the plight of these people.  

It is in that regard that I look at two contemporary New Zealand artists, Luke Willis 

Thompson and Nova Paul, who both repurpose film and galleries to reflect and question the 

dominant western culture from ethnic minority perspectives. New Zealand-Fijian artist Luke Willis 

Thompson’s exhibition Luke Willis Thompson 21.2.18 – 15.4.18 at the Adam Art Gallery in 2018 

featured three film works presented on three separate levels. The long narrow shape of the gallery, 

complete with near-brutalist staircases, resembled corridors in a terminal but also the foyers in 

large multiplex cinemas. The space was completely blacked out, and the only light came from the 

projections situated at the far ends of the corridors. Approaching the works through the darkened 

passageway-like gallery I was again reminded of the viewfinder in the Bolex 16mm camera, as one’s 

eye needs to adjust to the low light and refocus to the image plane reflected off polished glass.  

The title of the show, 21.2.18 – 15.4.18, features a tombstone-like record of the exhibition 

dates. With the subjects of death and loss, the films in the show become examples of momento 

                                                
47 Jun’ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise of Shadows, Leete’s Island Books, New York, 1977, p.9. 
48 Tanizaki, p.9. 
49 Nguyen Trinh Thi, Letters from Panduranga (2015), digital, 21st Sydney Biennale, 2018. 
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mori where the traditional skulls are replaced by black-and-white photography from which ghosts 

might appear on the screen. In the back of my mind, I was thinking of the first monochromatic 50 

to 60 years of cinema, whose stars are long since dead. The silent films offer us no spoken clues and 

there are no visible written signposts or statements to guide us as to how we should interact with 

the work. 50  In contrast, the accompanying titles formed one method of accessing the work’s 

meaning in the exhibition; for instance, How Long? (2017) would seem to resonate with concerns 

raised by the Black Lives Matter movement. The oblique question is left there for us, the viewer, to 

answer, requiring effort on our part to think about all possible meanings.  

Making our way carefully through the gallery led by the glow of the projected image was 

reminiscent of arriving in a darkened cinema after a movie has already started. Without trivialising 

the subject matter, How Long? then, might also relate to some questions viewers often ask 

themselves in an art gallery setting: How long has this film been playing already, when will it end or 

start again? We have come mid-way into someone else’s conversation, disturbing their world. The 

silent faces staring at us, like Andy Warhol’s 16mm portraits, create an uncomfortable duration 

where we, unable to communicate, must rethink all that we have assumed. ‘The time is out of joint’ 

cries Hamlet,51 as his world reveals itself not to be how he imagined it.  

The second artist Nova Paul, wrote an artist statement for her show Surplus Reality at the 

Physics Room in 2017 which related to the practice of psychodrama used on patients undergoing 

treatment in addiction programs.52 Asked to imagine a surplus reality, they were ‘freed from the 

constraints of their everyday reality’.53 In the Hegelian tradition, Paul uses art and history to create 

her narrative. Her whakapapa remains a salient theme in much of her work, particularly her major 

2010 film, This is not Dying. The work functions as a cinematic mihi, where the audience is 

introduced to both her unique film practice and her Māori identity, Iwi (Maungarongo) and 

mountain (Mt Whatitriri).54 Surplus Reality featured two projections and a separate single channel 

of audio spread over two rooms. One room was darkened while the other was naturally lit by an 

institution-like metal-framed window that perfectly transforms the gallery space into a hospital 

ward circa 1930. The glow of the projection lit the first room while a disembodied karanga 

                                                
50 I am reminded of Michel Foucault and Noam Chomsky debating on Dutch television in the Fons Elders 
Debates (1971). The assumption was that the English language would be the Lingua Franca for an 
international debate held in Holland. Foucault, however, spoke only in French, further underlining his 
position on the multiplicities of human nature and language as a means of power and control in society. The 
audience was forced to confront language as it either included or excluded them from the conversation.  
51 William Shakespeare, Hamlet Act 1, Scene 5.   
52 Nova Paul, artist statement, Surplus Reality, The Physics Room, Christchurch, 6 May – 11 June 2017: 
http://www.physicsroom.org.nz/exhibitions/surplus-reality 
53 Paul, artist statement Surplus Reality.  
54 Nova Paul, artist statement, This is not Dying, City Gallery, Wellington, 10 August – 15 September 2010: 
http://citygallery.org.nz/exhibitions/nova-paul-not-dying  
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welcomed us into the space. The screen featured 16mm black-and-white film blown up digitally to 

fill an entire wall. Every one to two minutes the scene changes from what seemed like dust or dirt 

blown or thrown through a shaft of light in a dark sky to a striking image of what appeared to look 

like a stark mountain. Perhaps this is a representation of Mt Whatitiri; however, suddenly I am 

thinking that this is not a mountain, and I am in fact looking at a pile of dirt. I am nevertheless 

beguiled by the beauty of this ‘model’ mountain, filmed from the ground to appear dominant and 

majestic. Thinking that this not a mountain reminds me of ‘This is not a Pipe’ (1983), an essay based 

on Magritte’s painting The Treachery of Images (1928–1929), in which Foucault questioned Maurice 

Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on the primacy of perception as a single, shared response to the world 

around us. Does everything have a single primary essence that it refers to, or are they just ‘similar’ 

to many ‘other’ things?55  

We might then, consider the gallery as a heterotopian space where the self-determined 

images and sounds provided by Paul came together and provided multiple possible meanings. In 

her work, she throws dust in the air to let us see the wind or breath of life. Mauri is the conduit for 

whakapapa, connecting the present to the past, the people and the land. For the Spinozist, the here 

and now immanence of our being alive is connected to everything through the single substance 

Deus sive Natura. Paul’s use of 16mm film digitally blown up and projected over an entire wall 

draws our attention to all the technical artefacts embedded in the celluloid. The claw mechanism 

and gate movement subtly shifting between frames cause a visible vibration in the film; it could be 

seen subtly as its pulse.  

This movement within the celluloid would also resonate with pioneering filmmaker Dziga 

Vertov’s belief that a Kino Pravda or cinema truth lies in cinema beyond that which can be seen, 

between the frames. Best known for his film A Man with a Movie Camera (1929), Vertov 

endeavoured to break cinematic conventions already well established by the late 1920s, often 

referred to as the ‘institutional mode of representation’ 56  or what was quickly becoming the 

Hollywood narrative. He did this using visual interventions such as multi-exposures, still frames and 

split screens to discombobulate the viewer as well as situating the camera and operator as the 

central subject of the film. In contrast, and perhaps the most prescient argument for Vertov, would 

be Nazi-filmmaker Leni Riefenstahl’s Triumph of the Will (1934). This is an example of fascist 

filmmaking par excellence with its propaganda dogma beautifully framed and expertly arranged 

into seamless almost invisible cuts to deliver a single destructive political narrative. As a Deleuzian 

model, Vertov’s immersion in the medium is a much more nomadic and spontaneous celebration 

                                                
55 Michel Foucault, This is Not a Pipe, trans. James Harkness, University of California, Berkeley, 1983. 
56 The institutional mode of representation (IMR) is attributed to Noël Burch in his book Une Praxis du 
Cinema, Gallimard, Paris, 1969. 
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of cinema, while the planned camera angles and seamless editing in Riefenstahl’s film seek to 

eliminate any undue attention to the medium.  

In developing this consciousness through my creative intuition, I might also develop a 

consciousness around the plane of immanence. Quite literally, my horizontal rhizomic thinking 

starts with thoughts about the view out at sea at the horizon and the action of taking a shot. It is 

Tuesday 16 January 2018 at 1.30pm on New Brighton Beach. This moment can never be repeated 

as time and space moves on like the imagined flowing river that Heraclitus describes, and I am 

literally standing on shifting sands. Choosing not to use a tripod, I am filming ‘hand-held’ at the long 

end of a 120mm lens. The filmstock is Kodak 50 ASA daylight film and my exposure on this sunny 

day is f16. These possibilities then form points on a giant plane of infinite possibilities on a plane of 

immanence where ‘becoming’ becomes the past on celluloid. Perhaps in a Spinozian sense I am a 

stone in mid-flight, ignorant of the causes that put me there in the first place but endeavouring to 

keep moving. Or perhaps I am just like the Bolex camera that I am operating; I could be the 

clockwork spring unwinding as it drives the film through the gate opening the shutter wheel, 

exposing each frame of film at one twenty-fourth of a second. Simultaneously, however, I am the 

hand crank that rewinds the spring to its full potential. The finished work, At the Seaside, features 

two simultaneous perspectives taken from the same position at different times. Juxtaposed beside 

each other they underline the impossibility of any moment in time being repeatable; instead, every 

new moment is infinitely different.  

 Looking to the horizon and the vanishing point has becomes a leitmotiv throughout my 

work. The primal view out to sea by Japanese photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto in Baltic Sea, Rügen 

(1996) sharply captured a monochromatic timelessness, perhaps, in part, evoking early metal plate 

photography and thereby suggesting the work might have been made 150 years earlier.57 The 

complete absence of man-made objects within the frame further suggests that we might be looking 

at a primal view experienced by the first Homo Sapiens standing upright. While the celestial view 

at night might provide a more enigmatic model of our place in the universe, the horizon might act 

as a parenthesis where our known material world, spaces and places reside. Beyond the curve of 

the earth our imagination fills in the picture.  

 While the horizon can be seen as a physical straight line from a single fixed perspective, it 

actually is an abstract and relative ‘thing’ that moves with us as we get nearer to it. If we were a 

ship sailing on the ocean beyond any sight of land, the horizon all around us would be continually 

changing and the circular line surrounding us would be made up of ever-changing points forever 

                                                
57 Japanese photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto says of himself that ‘anything can be said about Sugimoto’s 
work and nothing is wrong’. Thomas Kellein, Hiroshi Sugimoto: Time Exposed, Thames and Hudson, London, 
1995, p.9. 
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moving just out of reach. The horizon line out at sea, where the blue ocean and blue sky seem to 

meet, it is where thought begins and can’t yet be described or related at that moment. Philosopher 

Miguel de Beistegui describes ‘the form of an investigation into Immanence as the unsurpassable 

horizon of thought’, further noting that ‘beneath genesis and becoming, and beneath the difference 

that relates them to one another, there is what Deleuze calls the plane of immanence, without 

which thought would be nothing.’ 58  The gaze out to the horizon at sea becomes a powerful 

metaphor of reaching out to attain greater knowledge that remains just out of sight as we advance 

towards it.  

Looking out to the Atlantic Sea and imagining what lay beyond the horizon, More wrote 

about the fictional island called Utopia and its harmonious inhabitants, the living embodiment of 

Plato’s idealised ‘Republic’. We now know that there is no large land mass, Atlantis or Utopia, in 

the middle of the Atlantic. Instead, there is the enigmatic Sargasso Sea. Perhaps this is also a ‘non-

place’. It is an ocean within an ocean, so there is no land to define its boundaries. It does, however, 

have unique sea life such as the Sargassum seaweed it is named after. It is a gyre characterised by 

the Atlantic winds and currents that surround it. It is like a heterotopian place where it is the 

stillness or deviant meteorological behaviour that defines the Gulf Stream and other trade winds 

circling it. Its peculiarity makes it mysterious, with legends of becalmed ships caught in eddies for 

all eternity, and of course, it is the home of the Bermuda Triangle. It also existed as a central nautical 

hub where the entire slave trade operated from the Ivory Coast to the Caribbean and Americas; 

from the plantations, sugar, tobacco and cotton were taken back to Europe.  

It is impossible to avoid madness if freedom is not obtained. This sea is mentioned only in 

the title of Jean Rhys’s novel Wide Sargasso Sea (1966), the famous prequel to Charlotte Brontë’s 

Jane Eyre (1847), which charts the life of a slave owner’s daughter as she descends into madness, 

chronicling her unhappy childhood in the Caribbean to England to her final shut-in existence in her 

husband’s attic. The Sargasso Sea is merely the hyphen between Part One and Part Two of the book 

as vast geographical distances are traversed in the turn of a page. This enigmatic sea is also the final 

destination of the tragic and disgraced yachtsman Donald Crowhurst. Unable to face the public 

shame of cheating in his solo circumnavigation of the world in 1968–1969, he disappeared from the 

world. Filmmaker and artist Tacita Dean’s search to capture the illusive ‘green rays’ of the sun as it 

sets behind the horizon led her to stumble across Crowhurst’s abandoned yacht Teignmouth 

Electron (2000) in the Cayman Islands in 1998.59 Dean also rediscovered Robert Smithson’s sunken 

and neglected Spiral Jetty (1970) in her film JG (2013). 

                                                
58 Miguel de Beistegui, Immanence: Deleuze and Philosophy, Edinburgh University Press, Edinburgh, 2010, 
p.x.  
59 Nicolas Cullinan,ed., Tacita Dean: Film, Tate Publishing, London, 2011. 
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The straight line as seen on the horizon out at sea or the flat Dutch landscape intrigued 

Mondrian, just as the vast prairie intrigued Frank Lloyd Wright. In their respective practices they 

see the line as a distillation of the natural world. The line, as the shortest length between any two 

points, is also the basis of Spinoza’s Euclidian philosophy; where a point or a mode could be an 

atom, an idea, an object or the total universe. We might also use the horizon to understand the 

limits of our visual perception. In the middle of the ocean, we perceive a circle as a straight line as 

we view it from the centre. As we look around, the horizon is a point or series of connected points 

at which our field of vision can no longer see the ocean due to the curvature of the earth. Next is 

the other-space or heterotopia at sea. Foucault asks us to imagine that our society is a ship on the 

ocean sailing from one heterotopia to the next, from colony to brothel or exotic garden in search 

of precious treasures. We can then see that civilisation over the last 500 years has employed the 

ship, not only as an instrument for accumulating wealth, as in the Dutch Golden Age, but also as an 

excellent vehicle for our imagination. ‘The ship is the heterotopia par excellence. In civilisations 

without boats, dreams dry up, espionage takes the place of adventure, and police take the place of 

pirates.’60 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Rosalind Nashashibi, Bachelor Machines Part 1 (2007). 16mm film, 31 minutes. 

 

Like Foucault, Augé believes that our western relationship with space creates a state of 

constant anxiousness, with the feeling that the world around us lacks meaning. Augé states, ‘people 

want places, and they want to be in places’.61 He is interested in the anthropology of the near or 

the ‘here and now’, which relates to the next work that I will discuss. Bringing both Deleuze and the 

                                                
60 Foucault, ‘Des Espace Autres’, p.9. 
61 Augé, Non-Places, p.52. 
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misogyny of Marcel Duchamp together, Palestinian-born artist Rosalind Nashashibi’s Bachelor 

Machines Part 1 (2007) takes us on a sea journey from Italy to Sweden. Reterritorialising the gaze 

and patriarchal spaces of the Captain and his crew, she shifts her gaze through the camera from the 

ship and sailors to its many studies of the empty horizon over the duration of the journey. The crew 

of the ship, all men, led by a man, for all men, travelling from port to port or from other place to 

other place perfectly exemplify Foucault’s heterotopian place on the sea.  

In A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari use the sea, like the desert, to introduce the 

concept of ‘the nomad’. Hegemonic power in our society partitions places as a means of control 

over our self-identity. This is territorialisation, and we can see it in action in our daily lives through 

our work and leisure, laws, architecture, roads, paths, fences and gates. These territories of control 

are always expanding under late capitalism’s need to keep exploiting workers and consumers. 

Conversely, as nomads, we might go back to applications such as Facebook and, if it were possible, 

turn off all algorithms as if we were nomads in a digital desert. We would be wandering around in 

our own freeway, intuitively bumping into new sites and making new connections between all 

things around us. Rather than weaving we are ‘felting’, whereby our sites are randomly joined like 

wool pressed together and bonded by its natural barbs or connectors. For Deleuze and Guattari this 

would be deterritorialising as we break down the roads and fences. Rather than a ‘vertical’ tree-like 

oppressive weight bearing down on us, we would establish a ‘horizontal’ line of flight (not a straight 

line) with ourselves in the middle of a non-hierarchic rhizome-like organisation from which 

everything is connected.  

To create a better society Fisher suggests, albeit problematically, that a Spinozist nanny-

state might be one solution to combat late capitalism. The problem, however, is the amoral way in 

which his ethics can be read; in particular, his ideas that all affects (cause and effects) can only 

result in positive causalities. This is problematic for left-leaning philosophers such as Žižek, who 

goes as far as to say that Spinozism is, in fact, synonymous with the ideology of late capitalism, 

where everything happens for a good reason.62  

In search of an intuitive approach where we might, as nomads, create a line of flight away 

from capitalism, Deleuze and Guattari offer a number of models that resonate well with my creative 

practice: the Musical Model, the Maritime Model and of course the Aesthetic Model. In the western 

tradition of music, we can immediately see the striated organisation of musical notation. There are 

only 12 notes, and there are strict rules around the formation of chords and harmonies. There are 

also rules about pitch, rhythm and tempo. In many ways, the rules are intended so that we might 

accurately repeat a piece of music. Deleuze and Guattari are not concerned with this as much as 
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how the music sits in space. Music must always be on the move and it occupies both space and 

time. Avant-garde composer Pierre Boulez outlines the difference between smooth and striated 

spaces occupied by music. Music with a tempo would definitely be creating a striated space while 

no fixed tempo would be smooth. To achieve this he has written new ways to notate music outside 

the normal conventions. It is of course possible to have polyrhythms and tempo changes notated 

traditionally and part of striated space. The key here is to think outside of normal space. Boulez 

juxtaposes the smooth and striated spaces together. An octave in strict time is played alongside 

non-octave forming scales that are making their way in an independent time. Slips in tempo and 

displacement of intervals occur that are comparable to the transformations of op art.63 I would like 

to think that rhythms could also exist in smooth spaces and the example of free jazz would come 

to mind. The journey of the music through the connection between players is more akin to the 

rhizome and multiplicities as they bounce off each other’s improvisations. 

I originally created music for Ritornello (2018) that featured the enigmatic early twentieth-

century instrument, the theremin, as the smooth space instrument par excellence. It has no 

keyboard like the piano or fretboard like the guitar. The tone or timbre will change according to the 

room size and its proximity to any metal objects. It is well known for its space or haunting dissonant 

sound that is often, as with Boulez’s compositions, used with striated orchestrations to create an 

unsettling effect. Similarly, the Bolex camera operates in a smooth space as opposed to the striated 

modern digital camera. While modern cameras will run at precisely 25 frames per second, the 

clockwork Bolex has a mechanism like a wind-up toy where the 24 frames per second are only a 

rough guess. As the camera spring unwinds, the speed of the camera will change. Sound is almost 

always recorded alongside film cameras separately with speed-governing motors. This means that 

it is impossible to synchronise sound to the picture of the relatively crude Bolex. This is also true of 

the extraneous external sounds that we might hear onboard a commercial airliner approaching the 

speed of sound at 900 kilometres an hour (Mach .78).    

The Aesthetic Model works well with the Bolex camera, where the idea of the haptic in 

material space becomes ‘close-vision’ and where we might think about feeling with our eyes. 

According to Crary, seventeenth-century Dutch artists exploring the world around them preferred 

using the camera obscura rather than making technical perspective lines and vanishing points as 

this felt ‘truly natural’.64  This observation fits nicely with Deleuze and Guattari’s ideas on the 

striation of an image using perspective lines and measurements underpinning the painting. The 

camera operator, like a painter at an easel, is working in close proximity to the work. The early 
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parallax viewfinder is an abstract indicator of the real camera view through the lens. The operator 

needed to see with the mind in order to make the necessary corrections. Huygens’ eyepiece 

invented in the 1660s makes telescopic vision focusable to the eye. The later reflex lens 

incorporates this principle. The operator is not looking into the distance; instead, the eye is focused 

on the optical picture plane within the camera. 

The Bolex and film processing are potential smooth spaces. Both haptic and close vision, 

the very early motion picture cameras were hand-cranked, and the lenses were very crude by the 

standards of today. Hand-developed celluloid also creates an uneven distribution of the chemicals 

creating spots and variations in brightness. The hand cranking would also dictate the exposure of 

each frame as well as its relative projected speed, with the close vision and dexterity of the piano 

player syncing with the projected film. Perhaps the sprockets are the first striations; the shutter 

interval creating a 35mm frame every four sprockets. However, we must bear in mind, this 

mechanism is the motion picture camera and has remained relatively untouched to this day. The 

real striations are the technological improvements that shift our perception away from the 

projected celluloid. The frame rate shift from 15fps to 24fps reduces the flicker effect between the 

frame. The motorised camera and the subsequent crystal speed lock enable a constant speed to be 

maintained, which also ensures synchronisation with sound recorded separately. Deleuze and 

Guattari state, ‘never believe that a smooth space will suffice to save us’,65 as they are more 

interested in what forces are at work in the space that is being striated. The Hollywood system and 

cinema monopolies have only ever been about maximising the dollar return and protecting the 

market. Producing expensive-looking dreams for us to buy that mirror our world exactly, only 

better, with sharper lenses and faster film stocks enabling naturally lit scenes and depth of field 

focus, the film stock is more sensitive with better natural colour rendition. Finally, celluloid is 

entirely obliterated by digital technology.  

The third model brings us back to the theme of transient spaces and travel, Deleuze states, 

‘To think is to voyage.’66 Travelling on the sea also resonates well with film-making and the Bolex as 

a ‘haptic’ endeavour. Relying on a ‘close vision’, the Bolex becomes a sextant or spyglass on a ship 

out at sea, searching beyond the horizon. The nautical model Deleuze and Guattari give looks at the 

relative smooth space of the sea. This fits in nicely with the nautical themes already employed 

regarding place, especially Foucault’s heterotopias as ports of call and Augé’s ideas of non-place as 

we pass through points on the open sea. While a navigator might draw a straight line to indicate a 

journey from one port to another, a ship (and particularly a sailing ship) will never actually travel in 
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a straight line. Ever-changing winds and currents will dictate the fastest and safest journey. In this 

way we might think of vectors indicating a general direction while the course plotted is always 

changing to take advantage of the conditions. Sailing, in particular, is hands-on or haptic more than 

optical, especially if we are beyond the sight of land. The sense of movement, changes in wind 

direction and temperature are all felt by the body and the subsequent adjustment of the sails or 

rudder; Polynesian navigators even dip their hands into the waters of the Pacific to feel the different 

characteristics of the ocean currents.  

This haptic voyaging is particularly pertinent to my work At the Seaside as I contemplate 

Christchurch city in its present state of post-quake flux as a ship on the ocean. The false promise of 

a new utopia as the neo-liberal city rebuilds itself, is an inward view as heterotopian prison precincts 

are created. Instead it is necessary to look out to sea and intuitively journey towards the horizon.  

In this chapter I have looked at other artists working outside the homogenous Hollywood 

language of film, its technical approaches and its traditional assemblages in order to position my 

own practice both as cinematographer and filmmaker. In the former, I have explored the act of 

camera operation through the use of the Bolex as an attempt to attain immanence or ‘becoming in 

the field’. My work At the Seaside is an invitation to the viewer to think about multiple perspectives 

and shifting time through Heraclitus’s river model in the form of crashing waves. In the next two 

chapters we will continue this theme: a development into the consciousness of time. 
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Work #3 

 

 

 

 
 

Ritornello (2018), detail of 2x still frames. Single channel 16mm, 3min looped on an Eiki Projector. 

rDirector / editor / theremin: John Chrisstoffels. Camera operators: John Chrisstoffels and 

Alexandra Porter. 

 

We passed upon the stair 

We spoke of was and when 

Although I wasn’t there 

He said I was his friend 

‘The Man Who Sold the World’. Lyrics David Bowie (1970). 

 

This work is a homage to Maya Deren’s classic film Meshes of the Afternoon (1943), Henri 

Bergson and, in part, the manifesto of De Stijl. Memory is pushing into the present as a 

double exposure. The multiple encounters are folded over each other in unison creating 

abstract images approaching pure memory. 

Note: A ‘ritornello’ is a repeated musical phrase. Here it is a non-sync recording I wrote 

and played on the theremin, to accompany the film. 
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Chapter 4: De Stijl, Maya Deren and the Movement Image 

 

In this chapter I will return to the Netherlands and De Stijl to revisit early-twentieth-century ideas 

about utopia and the subsequent trauma of two world wars in their direct and indirect 

consequences on dancer and filmmaker Maya Deren. Her best-known work, Meshes of the 

Afternoon (1943), sits nicely between the subjects of Deleuze’s two Cinema books; namely, the 

movement-image and the time-image. In Ritornello I have created a homage to both Deren and De 

Stijl architect Gerrit Rietveld, and in parallel, through the ideas of Deleuze and Bergson, I will 

develop further opportunities for a consciousness around time.  

As the Dutch Golden Age began to fade at the beginning of the eighteenth century, the 

‘New World’ of America began its ascendancy built on slavery and the brutal annihilation of the 

native peoples. European immigrants, in their belief of a ‘manifest destiny’, were moving ever 

westward, searching for Utopia over the horizon. The camera obscura finally became photography 

in the late 1830s, documenting this search and the taming of the wild west. In the old world, 

modernity appeared out of the ruins of Napoleonic Europe with the beginnings of the Industrial 

Revolution in the nineteenth century in England. Marx and Charles Darwin fuelled new ideas about 

the possibilities of a real Utopia in this world and along with Friedrich Nietzsche, posed the 

possibility of a world without a god or a transcendent promise of a better afterlife. Escaping the 

dark satanic mills of Victorian England, Samuel Butler, in 1872, inspired by the high country of New 

Zealand, wrote Erewhon; Or, Over the Range. It was a satirical vision of a future based in an 

imaginary world and, like More, Butler was making yet another play on the Greek Ou-topus or no-

place in reverse. In this curious book, Butler prophetically warned readers of the ‘double-edged 

sword’ of machines that might, in the right hands, give a few people great wealth while being a 

burden and a danger to most others. In Difference and Repetition (1968), Deleuze first used Butler’s 

ideas and the word ‘Erewhon’ to distinguish immanent thinking where ‘simultaneously no-where 

and now-here’ exist.67   

William Morris’s News from Nowhere (1890) was his utopian answer to Marx’s problem of 

work as a necessary evil and a response to another utopian novel written by Edward Bellamy, 

Looking Backward: 2000-1887 (1888). The idea that future machines would take all the toil out of 

work was unnatural to Morris and would lead to humans’ devolution. Instead, Morris’s vision of the 

future was much more Arcadian, an Eden on Earth where agrarian work was cherished, and he felt 

sure that we could all eventually learn to love work in the gardens and fields. He created an 
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alternative virtual world fully embracing Marxist thought, where working is fun rather than evil. 

This imagined virtual world might also be read in his wallpaper designs, as these created a 

simulacrum or projected image on the walls of nature in harmony with society’s comforts.68 I 

propose that the example of Morris wallpapers might also be seen as a kind of camera obscura 

image of the exterior natural world projected on the interior wall of a darkened room. It could also 

be thought of as a sort of ‘set’ backdrop that places the interior of the house in the abundant 

agrarian countryside where the harmony between man and nature is irresistibly compelling. 

Perhaps Marx was more like Spinoza than Morris in believing enlightenment is only possible 

through hard struggle.  

Nevertheless, Morris’s utopian ideas through art and architecture became highly influential 

in the Arts and Crafts and Art Nouveau movements. In 1912, architect H.P. Berlage introduced New 

American Architecture to Europe. Frank Lloyd Wright’s concept of special continuity made a deep 

impression; he used the word ‘plastic’ to describe the intimate feeling that he had with these 

spaces.69 These spaces were sequential, dominantly horizontal and without connecting doors. His 

prairie style would resonate with artists and architects from the very horizontal Netherlands.  

There is something particularly Dutch about De Stijl in their obsessive control of nature; 

one of the most obvious examples is the battle against the sea and the reclamation of the land. 

During World War I, Dutch artist and poet Theo van Doesburg brought together artists from many 

disciplines, whose collected, shared point of departure was the absolute abstraction and complete 

elimination of nature. 70  This resonates with an entrenched Calvinistic tradition that saw the 

destruction of images in the church. According to Robert P. Welsh, ‘De Stijl is the ultimate form of 

Protestant iconoclasm’.71 

Before World War I, industrialisation, class struggle and the growth of capitalism, with its 

unequal distribution of wealth, prompted some artists to return to a spiritual understanding hidden 

in the soulless materiality of the earth.72 Wassily Kandinsky and Piet Mondrian were perhaps the 

best-known followers of the esoteric spiritual teachings of theosophy. Its co-founder Helena 

Blavatsky believed in the mystical psychic vibrations emanating from all things, especially colours. 

Already, Hegel had suggested that the highest function of art would be to express the Divine or 

                                                
68 Conversation with Dr R. Ibbotson, 12 May 2014. While Morris was ambivalent about the idea of 
wallpaper, Arts and Crafts designs more generally show a concern for the intersections of interior and 
exterior spaces. Furthermore, new technologies for projecting glass slides were used in Arts and Crafts 
lectures by Morris and others. 
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Absolute Spirit.73 In combination, Kandinsky believed that through the conduit of abstract art, it 

was possible for the viewer to attune themselves to experience a cosmic ‘sound’ of the world 

around them. The Dutch mathematician M.H.J. Schoenmaekers’s 1915 publication, The New Image 

of the World, was also particularly influential on Mondrian’s new direction. The astounding 

properties of geometry in science and architecture, the occurrences and purity of numbers in 

formulas and algorithms found in nature and the wonderment of the mathematically perfect 

harmonic sequences in musical scales could easily seem, to many people, the fingerprint of God.  

The horrors of World War I compelled many modern artists to distil the natural world even 

further through abstraction. Blavatsky had already written extensively about the importance of the 

horizontal and vertical line in symbolism. With the perpendicular line signifying the celestial world 

and the horizontal denoting the terrestrial, both come together in the Christian cross, intersecting 

to create the mystical concept of immortality. Mondrian, a theosophist since 1909, published his 

essay ‘Neoplasticism in Pictorial Art’ in the first issue of the journal De Stijl in 191774 in which he 

made a dedication to the ‘future man’ in order to achieve freedom from oppression and 

irrelevancies and to seek truth and harmony.75 He then set out to explain the importance of unity 

between the body, soul and mind; ‘the autonomous life of the human spirit becoming conscious’.76 

The manifesto called for the unity of life and art: using only straight lines, the three primary colours, 

plus black, white and grey, nature is expressed by position, dimension and value. Abstract art is also 

expressed by position, dimension and value but with the straight line, rectangular space and 

colour.77 The complex ideology of De Stijl encompassed a series of insolvable tensions, reconciling 

chaos and order, destruction and construction, and abstraction (as particular nature) with 

transformation (collective behaviour), while it was believed that art would eventually achieve its 

destiny through its death and rebirth through the anesthetisation of the environment.78 Harmony 

might also be achieved in architecture through the precision of machines cutting straight lines and 

making steel girders. Utopia will appear through technology and art. Van Doesburg noted, ‘the 

artist’s task is to produce the metaphorical images that will foreshadow the dissolution of art into 

the new harmony.’79  
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Most of De Stijl had disintegrated by the end of the 1920s, dismissing theosophy as mere 

superstition.80 Van Doesburg alone led the journal, going on to join the Bauhaus, before his death 

in 1931.81 The end of De Stijl and the closure of the Bauhaus segued violently with the rise of fascism 

in Europe in the 1930s and the emergence of a different type of utopia. Nazi Germany had its 

utopian dream of Lebensraum for the Aryan people, complete with a servant class – a dystopian 

underside where someone has to do the hard work or go to war. This was the basis for George 

Orwell’s bleak vision within his novel 1984 (1949), underlining the inevitability that utopia was not 

for everyone. In her book Bauhaus Dream House (2010), Katerina Rüedi Ray would argue for 

example that to this day the dominant patriarchy remained unchanged as ‘his’ products.82 She asks: 

‘Is the Bauhaus legacy one of Capitalist and patriarchal agency? They can be used in different 

contexts representing nations and objects, through objects, space, images and information as well 

as actions.’83 Her question is, of course, rhetorical, where sexist hegemonic control of the world has 

remained the exclusive male point of view within De Stijl and Bauhaus, in an effort to keep a utopian 

dream alive. It is a dream, however, that separates mind and body; materiality that can never come 

together. 

More recently, Austrian art historian Sebastian Egenhofer connected Spinoza, Mondrian 

and Marx through the work of sculptor Thomas Hirschhorn and his Spinoza Monument (1999) in 

Amsterdam.84  For Egenhofer, they came together like a Mondrian neo-plastic painting as the 

philosophical tension between the horizontal field and the vertical economic political or ontological 

value of the work. He thought the field was the finite history of everything material, which for Marx 

would be the means of production. The horizontal represented the infinite as multiple possibilities 

of becoming in the universe. Deleuze’s ideas on thought in Difference and Repetition (1968) were 

also modelled on the horizontal finite memories or past that gnaw at us until a vertical change or 

difference occurs that creates a new set of vectors. Mondrian’s deconstruction of perspectival 

space into the purely mathematical resonates perfectly with Spinoza’s own philosophical journey. 

Our unreliable view of an object from the perspective of our body could be seen as being within a 

mathematical truth with the horizontal and vertical vectors of volume and space.85 A work of art, 

as a model, could help us to understand that all our ‘thoughts about thinking’ occur within thinking. 

Furthermore, the breaking down of perspective space, particularly in De Stijl art, could also be, for 
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Spinoza, the destruction of superstition, or in the case of Marx, the removal of the fetishised 

illusion. In the same way, Mondrian’s universal intensity creates the distillation of all colours into 

the primal three, being a journey towards a Spinozist single vibrational wave of light and the 

eventual single substance. Think of white light being broken down into three colours through a 

prism lens (made by Spinoza) and then passing through another prism as it is reconstituted back to 

white light.  

Hirschhorn, creates a leftist political component to his art practice and follows Jean Luc 

Godard’s maxim that it is important ‘to make art politically, and not political art’.86 His political voice 

is in his actions, working in public places and with audience participation. It is also his use of 

impermanent packaging materials, especially cardboard and tape, exposed to the elements that 

creates intense finite modes or durations. We might otherwise be accustomed to think about the 

relative permanence of sculpture and architecture as perhaps infinite as they continue to exist long 

after we die. In this way, Egenhofer contrasts Mondrian’s and Hirschhorn’s very different ends to 

their practice, yet they both show us within their art works a place where the infinite to finite can 

be translated.  

A synthesis of the two might be the Rietveld Schröder House (Rietveld-Schröderhuis), built 

in Utrecht in 1924.87 Is it architecture or a sculpture or a synthesis of both? Over its almost 100-year 

existence, the outside views have constantly changed, the paint has faded and been renewed. The 

leaking roof is a problem as archivists ponder the efficacy of adding modern materials while 

retaining the purity of the original design, given it has world heritage status. For Egenhofer, 

Mondrian’s neo-plastic work, and by extension De Stijl and the Rietveld Schröder House, is the end 

product of abstraction from natural appearance. In the gallery, the surface of the painting meets 

the living body viewing it and the universal becoming between the finite (modes) and the infinite is 

possible.  
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Figure 4: The Rietveld Schröder House in Utrecht. 

 

Rietveld was a self-taught cabinet maker and early member of De Stijl, who was already 

famous for his simple and striking furniture designs by 1923. At that time, he started a collaboration 

with Madame Truus Schröder-Schräder on the design that would become the Rietveld Schröder 

House. It was elementary, economical, functional, formless and unmonumental, which meant that 

it covered points two to six of van Doesburg’s sixteen point De Stijl manifesto. The upstairs featured 

no loadbearing walls and an open-plan option that let the inside and outside interpenetrate (points 

nine and ten). Wright was a significant influence on Rietveld in the use of the open plan and long 

horizontal and short vertical energy. The upstairs rooms featured sliding partitions where a dynamic 

space offered many options from large open plan to two to three private spaces. The sliding walls 

create a plastic expansion of the space, which in turn creates a floating aspect working against 

gravity.  

 

 

Figure 5: The Rietveld Schröder House upstairs interior. 

 

The Rietveld Schröder House was built by countryside on the outskirts of Utrecht; featuring 

many large windows, one glazed corner feature opens out, and effectively two sides of the house 
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seem to disappear. A duality of the body or nature, being the forest outside and the mind or the 

abstract straight-line spaces inside, opens up within the house creating opposing tensions. The 

inhabitant / viewer moving inside the house would experience this tension at varying degrees. They 

might become perceptively aware, being both mind and body themselves, of the immanent nature 

of their existence as a vibration between thoughts and materiality.  

 

  
Figure 6: The upstairs corner window of the Rietveld Schröder House  

 

Again, I believe it is possible to consider the Rietveld Schröder House as an abstract camera 

obscura, where the outside natural world is projected through the windows into an abstract 

(instead of darkened) room. Perhaps the Morris wallpaper with its abundant plant life arranged 

geometrically and repeated is a proto-version of Rietveld’s house 50 years earlier. Taking this 

analogy further, we can imagine the house as a giant film camera and the dynamic interior with its 

sliding walls that create different spaces might be a film studio with its façades and sets. Mondrian 

remarked, ‘observing sea, sky and stars, I sought to indicate their plastic function through a 

multiplicity of crossing verticals and horizontals. Impressed by the vastness of nature, I was trying 

to express its expansion, rest and unity.’88 This calls into question whether he, like a navigator on 

the ocean, is using the stars to map the sea and creating a grid pattern to territorialise the world, 

or, alternatively, whether we see him as a nomad on the ocean creating vectors with the use of 

horizontal, vertical and primary colours to express expansion, rest and unity.   

In imagining a house as a camera, I have used the example of Deren’s house featured in her 

film Meshes of the Afternoon: a space that captures the vibration of opposing tendencies inside and 

outside, real and virtual. Anna Powell, in her book Deleuze: Altered States and Film (2012), suggests 

that Deren’s film explores the mind’s virtual imaging of actuality. For Deren, the film ‘externalises 
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an inner world to the point where it is confounded by the external one’.89 This short film was made 

in 1943, in the middle of World War II. The film’s method seems to exemplify ideas in both of 

Deleuze’s cinema books, particularly the movement-image of Cinema 1 (1983) as well as the time-

image he discusses in Cinema 2 (1985), whose examples derive most notably from post-war trauma. 

I would suggest that her memories as a child refugee coming to the safe haven of the US were 

suddenly threatened by the shocking attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1942. Certainly, home 

invasion is a central theme in this film. 

 

 

Figure 7: Still frame from Meshes of the Afternoon (1943) featuring Maya Deren gazing out from 

the house. 

 

Deren stars in her own movie as the main protagonist, with whom the viewer identifies. 

We first see her shadow and then her hands as she fumbles a key to get into her house. When we 

get the first close-up of her face, we can see that there is something disturbing in the home as she 

enters the front door. From the close-up, we cut to her point of view (POV) as the camera moves 

around the room to disturbed or perhaps violated objects. It is like the camera is floating alongside 

her, sometimes moving into her mind’s vision, and then floats outside and looks back at her. It is 

the assemblage of these shots in particular that illustrate Deleuze’s first volume of film theory; 

namely, the movement-image and its parts, the perception-image, the action-image and the 

affection-image. Like a house that is an assemblage of rooms, windows, doors, furniture and views, 

an ‘image’	in a film is also made up of assembled parts that only exist in movement. It is a series of 

frames, music / sound, colour, objects and people all active in time (otherwise, it might be a 
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photograph). For Deleuze, like Spinoza’s conatus, there is a persistence to continue, everything is 

always in motion in ‘any space whatsoever’, is also ‘any instance whatsoever’.90  

The perception-image fits in neatly with Bergson’s idea on matter and memory, where 

image sits in between a ‘thing’ and ‘representation’, perhaps like an early Cubist painting with their 

many perspectives combined into a single image. As the observer moves around the image in time, 

they will understand it better. Plato’s example of people chained inside a cave, who can only 

understand their wider world by the shadows cast on the walls, also underlines the importance of 

movement to fully comprehend the truth. In a conventional Hollywood film, we might expect a 

close-up of the protagonist every time we follow with a POV shot. The confusion at times between 

subjective and objective shots in Meshes of the Afternoon creates a derailment of continuity as we 

must reassess where we are or who we are in the film. Importantly, in this discombobulation, we 

become ‘conscious of camera’ and as a result perceive our own perceptions. We become aware 

that the film camera, like a microscope or telescope, allows us to see things we would not ordinarily 

see.   

This was also a dominant feature of Chantal Akerman’s film Jeanne Dielman, 23 Quai du 

Commerce, 1080 Bruxelles (1975), as the film centred on the actions of the main protagonist; where 

meticulous attention was placed on repeated action within a small apartment, it underscored the 

sensori-motor schema of the main protagonist and the action-image which, following from the 

perception-image, is the transformation of the situation. She wandered from room to room and 

was caught in a cycle of actions unable to break out of an automaton life as she came in contact 

with her family and familiar clients. Method actors will often say ‘acting is reacting!’91  

In Meshes of the Afternoon, the tension between real and virtual becomes blurred as we 

learn that we are involved in a dream within a dream, not once but three times as Deren’s character 

returns again and again to the house. I will come back to this when discussing the time-image later. 

Each time she returns and intuitively goes against nature; whether it is wind, gravity or instinctual 

fear. The action image is the enactment through impulse or reflection. According to Bergson, all 

mortal life is ultimately determined by action, and no speculative part of the mind operates outside 

of this.92 The past has not ceased to be; it has just ceased to be useful. The past is co-extensive with 

the present. It survives in a pure, albeit unconscious state.93 The past then becomes a resource for 

specific subjectivity and habit. Habit then is a bundle of repeated reactions. 

                                                
90 Deleuze has taken this term ‘any space whatsoever’ from Marc Augé and appropriated it for his own use. 
Ronald Bogue, Deleuze on Cinema, Routledge, New York, 2003, p.80 
91 Attributed to Stella Adler in The Art of Acting.   
92 O’Sullivan, p.165. 
93 O’Sullivan, p.165. 
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After the perception and action, according to Deleuze, we might return once again to the 

close-up shot or series of shots where we see feelings and emotions played out. This affection-

image completes the cycle, and we can return once more to the perception-image. The cycle in its 

entirety is the ‘movement image’. Stability and evolutionary change are also Bergsonian ideas that 

can be demonstrated with the model of a film. In this case, we are thinking of the standard narrative 

that runs throughout most movies. First, there is equilibrium or normalcy, this is followed by 

change, a crisis, a solution and ends with a new equilibrium. The change, crisis and solution are 

acted on intuitively through the élan vital.  

In Cinema 2, Deleuze uses the trauma of World War II to break from movement-image to a 

new term, the time-image. While Deren would not have been aware of the full extent of the horrors 

in Europe, America was, in 1943, fighting on multiple fronts against the Axis powers. The memory 

of a young four-year-old Ukrainian refugee and her schooling in a now-occupied Europe had put 

her in a unique position to create a subjective narrative around place and invasion. Deren, as the 

protagonist in Meshes of the Afternoon, had a memory of the interior of the house and the 

placement of objects within it. This was revealed to the viewers as a series of POV shots as she 

presumably returns to the house for the first time in the movie. Even at this early stage, there were 

signs that the woman was not expecting to be alone in the house. First, she knocked on the door 

expecting it to be answered. A record was playing upstairs in the bedroom that suggested someone 

was in the house. In other words, she had expectations of what to find coming home to her house. 

This disturbed but empty place disrupts her habitual sense of normalcy as she first arrives home in 

in an almost somnambulist state. Soon she is relaxing in an armchair and drifts off to sleep. The 

dream is an essential state in Bergson’s ideas about memory. It is the closest we might get to pure 

memory where the present moment is less able to affect our thoughts. Meshes of the Afternoon 

might be one whole implied dream that features a series of dreams within dreams. In the 

subsequent dream loops within the film she repeats the journeys up the road towards her house, 

she increasingly speeds her pace in order to catch up with the mirrored phantom ahead of her that 

is never quite in reach. Unlike the first encounter when she is walking and only catches a glimpse 

of the phantom, the subsequent ‘pure memory’ dreams recall the urgency of her attempt to make 

contact as a Bergsonian duration rather than the actual moment in real-time.  

Like Meshes in the Afternoon, the Rietveld Schröder House might also become a model for 

movement-images revealing the world from the inside. The sliding walls and dynamic picture 

windows allow the person inside to experience perception, action and affection within the moving 

house. The building has also had a duration in its almost 100-year-old life. The view outside the 

upstairs windows has changed from a forested countryside on the outskirts of town to a motorway 
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overpass. Also, in that time the house has changed from family home to a UNESCO World Heritage 

Site and museum (or heterochrony).94 It is the embodiment of De Stijl’s ‘man inside a painting’; a 

Utopian ideal for man to find harmony in the functioning house enabling the disappearance of art.95   

 My work Ritornello (2018) is designed as a film of multiple escalations and descents in a 

staircase creating repetitions which in turn fold over each other as the memory of the previous 

action is played over the top. This sequence or mode sits within the looped celluloid frames moving 

through the Eiki projector situated within the gallery space. Observing both the film and the 

mechanical action of the projector creates a secondary mode in the real time of the observer. If we 

think of Spinoza’s Euclidean geometry at work in this film, we can start with the modes of each 

unique action of climbing the stairs. Each time this happens the action can be denoted as a point in 

space. Every subsequent time is also a point; however, they are related and can be connected by a 

line. A geometrical rhizome starts to take shape as each event is overlaid in the viewer’s memory. 

Mondrian loved dancing and would stare at the ceiling while he moved around the room. I have 

always imagined that the ceiling panels created a kaleidoscopic pattern as he moved to the rhythm. 

He loved Jazz and modern dance steps and he always thought that a composer should be able to 

play all the instruments.96 While he would have been well aware of the theremin, it is a shame that 

he did not live to see the development of multi-track recording and electronic music, particularly 

the development of the synthesiser. 

While my film creates abstract geometric shapes, our mind in time does not work the same 

way. The sound of the theremin, unsynchronised with the projector, was originally envisaged to 

further underline the multiplicity of memories coming back at different times independent of the 

visuals. This instrument has no fret board, keys or strings to position one’s fingers on. Posture and 

the size of the room in which you are playing, as well as any proximity to metal, will change the 

pitch and timbre of sound. Like Heraclitus’s river, the theremin can never sound the same each time 

it is played. This difficulty adds yet another layer to repetition as it requires muscle memory and 

great concentration to accurately repeat a refrain. For me this is an impossible task, so instead I 

embrace the difference in each interpretation. 

 Like Deren, I am the protagonist in my own film. My gaze is presented on film as a 

continual POV through the lens as I climb and descend the stairs in my house. I am also looking from 

the inside of the house, seeing an earlier version of myself outside while, simultaneously, I am also 

outside looking in. Both the camera and the stairwell, like the Rietveld Schröder House, are portals 

where my percepts and memories might vibrate. The loop of film in the projector will ultimately 

                                                
94 Unesco World Heritage Site reference 965: https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/965 
95 Polano, p.92.  
96 Welsh, p.33.  
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become scratched or jammed in the sprocket mechanism. The action of celluloid running through 

the projector might also be a model of our own duration as we grow and finally wear out. Repetition 

will eventually kill us, whereas immanence is always different. Rather than getting stuck in a loop 

where our memories reside, art, as model, might help us develop a consciousness around our 

constant movement towards becoming.  
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Work #4 

 

 

 
 

International Step (2018). 2x black and white 16mm digital image. 

 

This work International Step (2018) echoes At the Seaside (2018) while exploring the theme of 

repetition and difference revisited inside a transient, non-place. Two airport travellators were 

filmed on the clockwork Bolex, which further compromises any possibility of a stable syncing 

speed between the opposing images. The horizontal and vertical tensions in the work are another 

homage to De Stijl, as well as ideas of volume in space in the prairie-style architecture of Frank 

Lloyd Wright. This open flat land resonates with Deleuze’s desert and the nomad. A 

deterritorialisation of the non-place occurs as a multitude of durations is perceived. 
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Chapter 5: Bolex Consciousness (BwOlex) 

 

In this chapter I will introduce a conceptual point of view from the camera operator at the moment 

of executing the film-‘making’ before it becomes the film-‘made’. It is here that I will dispense with 

celluloid and digital memory as it is already the past moment and it cannot ever be the immanent 

moment experienced in the field. Once again I come back to Spinoza’s ontology based on continual 

movement. In that regard, Deleuze suggests: ‘It is important to understand life… as a complex 

relation between differential velocities, between deceleration and acceleration of particles. A 

composition of speeds and slowness on a plane of immanence… (much like an orchestrated music). 

… It is by speed and slowness that one slips in among things, that one connects with something 

else.’97 One visualisation for this could be a billiard table with all the balls constantly moving at 

different speeds and trajectories. The table is the plane of immanence, and the billiard balls are 

things. Everything is affected or affects every other thing to one degree or another as they all move 

around on the plane of immanence.98 Everything can be anything; from an atom within an organ, 

an organ within a body or a body in the Universe. Everything is always moving in time.  

It is on this plane of immanence that our bodies can perceive things that our mind can 

recognise. We can then turn these ‘percepts’ into actions and ideas. Bergson, in his essay Time and 

Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness (1888), described this relationship as 

dureé, a duration of time never still and continually changing, a vibration between memory (what 

we already know) and the becoming moment. He states there are two ways in which we can capture 

reality. One way is intellectual, where we chronologically conceive of time spatially with clocks and 

rulers. ‘Time, as dealt with by the astronomer and physicist, does indeed seem to be measurable 

and therefore homogeneous.’99 We are naturally inclined to materialism because we tend to think 

in terms of space. The other way is intuitive, where we psychologically perceive of time through the 

connection of moments of ‘concrete duration’ (durée). Bergson argues that matter and memory sit 

outside of chronological time, where ‘continuous multiplicities’ are infinite. Time is an 

accumulation, a growth, a duration that holds the essence of all reality. He noted, ‘duration is the 

continuous progress of the past which gnaws into the future and which swells as it advances’.100 

The past in its entirety is prolonged into the present and abides there, actual and acting.   

                                                
97 Gilles Deleuze, Spinoza: Practical Philosophy, trans. Robert Hurley, City Light Books, San Francisco, 1988, 
p.123. 
98 Deleuze, Spinoza, p.125. 
99 Henri Bergson, Time and Free Will: An Essay on the Immediate Data of Consciousness, trans. F.L.Pogson, 
Dover, Mineola, 1913, p.107. 
100 Henri Bergson, Creative Evolution, trans. Arthur Mitchell 1911, Dover, Mineola, 1998, p.4. 
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Spaces become different places intellectually as a measurable quantity, while intuitively, 

spaces become quality, an inseparable extensity in our mind, as we reach back into our memory 

and make connections between perceived things. Crucially, Bergson is at pains to point out that 

intellectual and intuitive thinking are not an either-or scenario and that they are intertwined by a 

degree of relaxation and consciousness creating a tension like a rubber band contracting and 

expanding. Furthermore, Bergson also engages ideas about matter and memory: for him this is 

synonymous with ‘the present’ and ‘the past’. We naturally call a previous moment ‘the past’ 

because an event has already happened and now only exists in our memory; it can now only be 

remembered abstractly. However, according to Bergson, the present moment never really exists 

because it is always in a state of ‘becoming’ present.101 The past, then, always exists in the present 

tense as it is always happening in a state of constant recall. In the same way, as we process the 

present moment, we should already be describing it in the past tense as a moment that already 

was. 

To snap out of my habitual memory, I might strive to reach or get as close as possible to the 

plane of immanence, an abstract ceiling of becoming that is always just out of reach as our past 

invades the present. I will need ‘something that forces us to think’.102 When seeing a great work of 

art for the first time I might agree with Immanuel Kant that a good part of the sublime experience 

is the fear of the unknown; I am in awe of something new. Deleuze and Guattari agree with Kant 

that art creates a particular vibration between our body and art.103 As an artist, my creative research 

might be an ongoing exploration and experimentation into new knowledge that I synthesise back 

into the tried and true formulas that have become my signature style. The paradox here is that I 

seek to make new work but rely on my past experience to create it. The gnawing past, however, 

also fills me with anxiety and the fear of failure. For Deleuze and Guattari in A Thousand Plateaus, 

jouissance is always ultimately denied to us by the organs in our body, like a priest, denying us total 

desire. The solution is simple: we must make ourselves into a Body without Organs (BwO).104 Here, 

they use the example of playwright and avant-garde theatre director Antonin Artaud’s life and 

works to epitomise the creation of a BwO. Artaud proclaimed, ‘to be done with the Judgement of 

God. … You can tie me up if you wish but there is nothing more useless than an organ.’105 For 

Deleuze and Guattari, ‘God’s Judgement’ means that it is not so much the organ that is at fault but 

that the organisation of the organs is transforming concupiscence and desire as well as sickness and 

                                                
101 Bergson, Creative Evolution, p.22. 
102 Flaxman, p.13.  
103 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.475.  
104 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.174.  
105 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.174.  
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decay into an ‘organism’.106 This in turn creates the Wiederholungszwang, which is Freud’s term for 

our natural state where we are compelled to repeat ourselves. 

The BwO models that Deleuze and Guattari offer emphasise suffering sadomasochism or 

drug addiction. However, they warn us that the point of a BwO should not result in death itself! 

Artaud’s and the hallucinogenic shaman Carlos Castaneda’s aims were the attainment of a 

transcendent spiritual nature rather than immanence per se. In the case of Castaneda, it is the 

imagery of his writing that is of interest to me, especially a multiplicitous, nomadic world in parallel 

with our own. It is vital to question consciousness before starting construction.  

For Deleuze and Guattari the great book that defines the BwO is Spinoza’s Ethics and his 

fundamental break away from the Cartesian idea of the mind and body.107 For Spinoza, ‘the mind 

and the body are one in the same thing… what is an action in the mind is necessarily an action in 

the body as well, and what is a passion in the body is necessarily a passion in the mind.’108 To try 

and understand the full potential of the body, Deleuze, questioning consciousness, quotes Spinoza’s 

claim that we ‘do not even know what a body can do’.109 He goes on to say that ‘the mind strives to 

imagine only those things which posit its power of acting. The mind’s striving or power is its very 

essence; but the mind’s essence (as it is known through itself) affirms only what the mind is and 

can do, not what it is not and cannot do. So it strives to imagine what affirms, or posits its power of 

acting, q.e.d.’110 

 During this research, I have approached the idea of the BwO via the operation of the 

Bolex Reflex Camera. Such a state, if immanent, occurs in my total commitment to the shot. It does 

not happen all the time, and it is impossible to make it happen, but I know from long experience 

that it is always likely to happen and under which conditions this is possible. For Deleuze and 

Guattari, ‘it awaits you; it is an inevitable exercise or experimentation, …it is nondesire as well as 

desire it is not a notion or a concept but a practice, a set of practices. You never reach the Body 

without Organs; you can't reach it, it is a limit.’111 There is a moment when I am lining up a shot 

(moving the camera and adjusting the lens) that I stop, having found the frame where the 

composition elements all fall in line. I am once again standing on the sand dunes of New Brighton 

Beach in Christchurch and filming out to the sea. There is no hand grip or ergonomic shoulder 

mount. The camera, held out in front, has an inscrutable weight and no centre of gravity that 

permits a comfortable grip on its body. I feel the cold metal of the camera pressed up against my 

                                                
106 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.184. 
107 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.178.  
108 Spinoza, II, p.71.  
109 Spinoza, II, p.71. 
110 Spinoza, III, p.98. 
111 Deleuze and Guattari, Thousand Plateaus, p.174. 
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cheek as I look through the camera eyepiece with great difficulty. Despite a reflex view through the 

lens, the mirrors and ground glass and ‘stopped down’ iris create a murky image where I must 

employ a leap of faith. I trust the camera, the properties of the filmstock, my focus measurement 

and light meter calculation. The thrill of the shoot is the moment, the duration as the button is 

pressed until it is released. The choice of lens, my orientation to the object and timing are all 

contributing to the parenthesis that is the ‘shot’. It is an intuitive moment seeing something new 

or immanent created through the lens. In some cases where the camera is locked off, the filming of 

the moment now becomes just a repetition of the initial discovery. 

As another example of immanent film-making, the artists Nancy Holt and Robert Smithson 

collaborated on the short film Swamp (1971). Holt was the camera operator and shot the film on a 

Bolex 16mm camera. She alone could see through the viewfinder as the technology for a video split 

had not yet been developed. Instead, Smithson tape recorded himself giving her directorial 

instructions as they attempted to walk through a boggy swamp with tall reeds. Smithson is 

approaching pure abstract memory as he can only imagine what is being seen through the lens and 

makes conceptual instructions, ‘go right… don't film the sky…’, while Holt is responding with the 

material view through the viewfinder and the physical operation of the camera. She calls back to 

him ‘it’s out of focus… I cannot see anything…’. It is possible to conceive of Swamp as an example 

of a BwO, with Smithson as the body while Holt is the organs. According to film and media arts 

Professor Felicity Colman, Smithson was well aware of Bergson’s ideas on creative evolution as he 

contemplated ways to arrest time and address entropy around the materials of his own work.112 

We can imagine the waves lapping away at his Spiral Jetty (1970) over time, changing the land art 

physically. We must also consider a contextual change in the work as people revisit the site today 

(Tacita Dean, JG 2013) or see the remains for the first time.  

The Bolex is the antithesis of the camera on my cell phone since it is bulky, heavy and slow; 

it defines the former analogue period of film. It is difficult to operate and requires concerted 

concentration. It could be argued that ‘being in the moment’ has never been easier to capture with 

the digital cameras that many have on hand today. Conversely, the speed at which the photo is 

taken might invite a thoughtlessness in which the cell phone camera is operated automatically. As 

automatons capturing every precious moment, global corporations like Apple, Google and 

Facebook supply the creativity, while invading our privacy, tracking every movement 24/7. This is 

another example of a societal shift towards fascism through the re-territorialisation of time and 

space, as well as the suppression of intuition or free will. Instead, the Bolex camera shakes me out 

                                                
112 Felicity Coleman, The Matter of the Image: Notes on Practice Philosophy, in Mullarkey and De Mille, 
p.117. 
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of digital efficacy’s lure in a late-capitalist society. Similarly, someone might discover or rediscover 

the joy of playing vinyl records rather than using iTunes or downloading thousands of MP3s. The 

old technology requires more thought and a greater haptic effort to make decisions on what to look 

at or listen to.  

It is precisely the ungainliness and the precarious technical hazards of the 16mm clockwork 

camera requiring my full attention in its operation that appeals. My organs ache, sciatic pain shoots 

up and down my entire body; masochistically, I push my face and eye deeper against the metal 

camera. I first strain to see through the viewfinder but if I am lucky, my eye starts to relax and as it 

adjusts I find that my whole body follows suit. I find myself a BwO inside the camera. It is like the 

model of the opiate addict: I am the ‘drugged body’, the BwO, or in my case the ‘BwOlex’, the 

experimental ‘schizo’.113 Inefficient organs are shut down, and I am no longer even seeing with my 

myopic and blinking eye. Like the Aesthetic Model outlined in chapter 3, I am now feeling with my 

mind inside the Bolex camera. With this intense thinking through the viewfinder, I am approaching 

a creative immanence as my awareness of the past recedes into the back of my mind. After a few 

moments, I snap out of my ‘BwOlex’ state and feel exhilarated at the prospect of capturing a 

pleasing cinematic moment. Like coming down off an opiate painkilling drug, I later lie awake in bed 

sweating at the realisation I might not have set the exposure properly, or any number of 

adjustments were not correctly made. Most importantly,was the shot long enough? Now, once 

again, my past anxieties come to the fore of my mind. Will the shot be usable? Capturing an object 

for a few seconds in a camera feels like an eternity. In my mind, I might read the image in an instant 

fully immersed in the moment. I had to learn to say to myself, ‘One thousand and one… one 

thousand and two…’ for perhaps five seconds or more. In this practical way, I have usable footage 

to make a film. I am, however, no longer in the camera; I feel it getting heavier by the second, and 

my leg starts to ache. This is the world of clocks and measured space. 

Herein lies the problem: the attainment of immanence happens in a duration that cannot 

be measured in chronological time via the crude slices of time that the Bolex creates in celluloid 

frames. Each frame, a still image, leads us to Zeno’s paradoxical arrow inflight example. According 

to Bergson, it is impossible for the intellect to comprehend motion, because ‘duration cannot be 

constructed in terms of skill points. Both time and motion have to be apprehended intuitively.’114 

The idea of an unvarying state of sameness has been of interest to Deleuze in the idea of circuits or 

the sensori-motor schema that create loops of time or time crystals. Similarly, Smithson had 

imagined his own time crystals with the use of mirrors placed to reflect each other and create 
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continuous loops or circuits of space and time bouncing off each other. He was seeking to create a 

timelessness, or a frozen time between entropy and evolution.115 Furthermore, he speaks about 

‘gallery time’ as the place where anti-Newtonian ‘fractions of seconds’ could occur.116 For Foucault, 

this gallery time might suggest the idea of the specialised heterotopian space, called the 

‘heterochronian’ space, where a past time exists. This would be an excellent idea for any artist 

wishing some form of immortality in their work, frozen in time but thinking outside of chronological 

time in the physical world does not account for time in the psychological world.117 For Deleuze, 

Bergsonism can be reduced to the simple statement that ‘duration is subjective and constitutes our 

internal life.’118  

Japanese photographer Hiroshi Sugimoto’s Civic, Auckland (1991) encapsulates this idea of 

duration nicely within the still image where our brain becomes the screen. Sugimoto’s series 

features movie theatres photographed from the audience POV with the shutter open for the whole 

duration of the film. Back inside the Bolex camera, as a BwO, the viewfinder space resembles the 

Sugimoto photograph where the frame is a view into the world. Unlike the photograph, my life is 

not yet complete and therefore continuously flowing. As I gaze into the world, I feel the vibration 

from memory to the present moment. I am reminded of Spinoza’s fundamental premise that 

everything is always moving and, by extension, Heraclitus’s statement that ‘we can never step into 

the same river twice’. If we also think about Vertov’s aim with a Man with a Movie Camera – that 

is, to demonstrate the true nature of film – then my BwOlex becomes a ‘man in a movie camera’, 

revealing the true nature of duration instead of the false mechanical clockwork nature of the 

camera that has become the conventional way we perceive time and space. 

To understand duration, we need to think about time subjectively rather than watching the 

second hand of a clock ticking. Deleuze praised Kant for reversing the Aristotelian idea that time is 

related to the movement that it measures, going on to state that ‘succession no longer defines time 

because succession concerns only things and movements which are in time. … It is no longer a 

question of defining time by succession, nor space by simultaneity, nor permanence by eternity. 

Permanence, succession and simultaneity are modes and relationships of time.’119 The clock that 

we are watching might be running slow, so it is showing us a time that is sitting in another time. 

                                                
115 Amelia Barikan and Chris McAuliffe, Robert Smithson: Time Crystals, Monash University Museum of Art 
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The most important thing is that we are in a state of constant change where our ideas of time are 

based on our past recollections and observations that we virtually project into the future.  

For Bergson in his Creative Evolution (1922), the instability of time flowing is necessary for 

us to evolve. He explained: 

 

My mental state, as it advances on the road of time, is continually swelling with the duration 

which it accumulates: it goes on increasing – rolling upon itself, like a snowball in the snow. 

Still, more is this the case with states more deeply internal, such as sensations, feelings, 

desires, etc., which do not correspond, like a simple visual perception, to an unvarying 

external object. But it is expedient to disregard this uninterrupted change, and to notice it 

only when it becomes sufficient to impress a new attitude on the body, a new direction on 

the attention. Then, and then only, we find that our state has changed. The truth is that we 

change without ceasing, and that the state itself is nothing but change.120 

 

This leads back to Foucault as he questions Merleau-Ponty’s ideas on the primacy of perception as 

a single, shared response as well as his use of mirrors to create a multitude of heterotopias that 

reflect back on each other creating a circuit or time crystal. Smithson arranges the mirrors into a 

perfect circuit to create a perfect Utopia that might be frozen in ‘gallery time’ (or heterochronic 

space). Installed in the imagined gallery, we would see from this installation that a society was stuck 

in a film loop or forced to endlessly repeat the same patterns in some endless reflection of 

ourselves. In reality, this might take the form of a homogenous society heading towards fascism 

and an imploding dead end; some sort of time crystal of late capitalism desperate to preserve itself. 

This scenario will eventually lead to an entropic breakdown of society destined to destroy itself. 

Bergson argued in Creative Evolution that it is the progression of differentiation that animates life. 

It is here, in time, where the ‘quality’ of an argument can be tested, and intuition will create a 

change in the looping circuit. In this way, we might think of ‘quantity’ as many repeated instances 

of an idea over time and ‘quality’ as changes through duration.121 A good example, might be a good 

joke that we like to tell. It will still be funny to us after repeated performances. Every time we will 

tell it differently as the quality of the telling changes. This would be the same for a favourite work 

of art that we like to see in a gallery. For Bergson, duration is the single essence; like Spinoza’s Deus 

siv Natura or alternatively, mauri, the breath of life. It is always moving and vibrating, creating these 
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dualities such as quality or quantity. Other Bergsonian dualities include continuities and 

discontinuities, heterogeneity and homogeneity and duration and space.122 

It is possible to use Bergson’s ideas on intuition to solve problems in time through the 

understanding of duration. Conversely, false problems can be created by our perceptions of space 

from a single perspective, which can never be entirely accurate. Bergson goes on to suggest that 

words like inferior and superior can also be explained by duration.123 While the assemblage of film 

images is used by Deleuze to explain Bergson’s ideas of duration, the mechanics of the camera itself 

reinforce a chronological idea of time with the manufacturing of consecutive film frames that, like 

falling dominoes, are compelled to follow each other. It is a world where ultimately free will is not 

possible. When watching a film, it is not possible to see each frame within a second; instead, the 

human brain melds the frames into images, actions and movement.  

Gregory Flaxman’s reading of Deleuze, in his book The Brain is the Screen (2000), is that the 

images on the screen have been filtered out of chaos and into ordered sequences that can be read 

in a narrative form (storytelling). In our brain, the same thing occurs when our neuro-network takes 

the things that we perceive and turns them into actions. This is what Bergson calls the sensori-

motor schema.124 The problem is that we filter out the difference in the things that we come across 

and repeat the things that we recognise, as described by the diagram in figure 10, from Bersgon’s 

Matter and Memory (1896). Bergson shows our memory as a cone with its apex resting on the plane 

of immanence. The A–B on the top of the cone is the sensori-motor schema; this is our imagined 

reality. The S, however, is the ever-changing end of memory at the point of the present or becoming 

moment. The abstract distance between A–B and S is always expanding (deténte) and contracting 

(tension) between the intellectual (instinctive) and the intuitive. This tension creates what Bergson 

calls ‘images’ but they should not in any way be confused with photographs or film frames. It would 

not be possible for these images to be exclusively intellectual or intuitive. There would be no 

tension created at the immanent (S) point of our memory as we are experiencing a familiar (AB) 

recollection deep in our consciousness.  

 

                                                
122 Deleuze, Bergsonism, p.21. 
123 Deleuze, Bergsonism, p.33. 
124 Flaxman, p.16. 
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Figure 8: Bergson’s comprehension, direction, pulse: The cone of memory.125 

 

To learn new things or evolve as a species we must, from time to time, be jolted out of our 

sensori-motor schema and into a crisis situation. It is here that we are close to the plane of 

immanence. Our brain cannot help us filter the chaos as this moment is too immense. I am once 

again thinking of my experience in the 2010–2011 Christchurch earthquakes, where some of my 

patterns of behaviour were interrupted by the disappearance of architectural landmarks. Even now, 

seven years later, I will be travelling down a street and, without warning, I am often disoriented as 

new buildings seem to pop up overnight.   

 Rather than the interstices of frames and seconds, we might instead consider a 

psychological time that sits in a kind of tension between the spaces that we perceive and the total 

memory that we can recall. This tension is tempered by what Bergson calls our intuition, a state of 

being that lies outside the frame, where we make our own autonomous decisions. He concludes 

Time and Free Will with this distinction. A free act is no longer free once it is determined in space 

as having happened; this is ‘time flown’. True freedom is only possible in the untranslatable 

duration of ‘time flowing’.126 Bergson proposes the concept of élan vital, is consciously realised as 

free will and the impetus for our evolving into a higher being. In his book Creative Evolution, the 

question, post-Darwin, is whether humanity is still evolving into something better. Because my 

sensori-motor schema is filtering and ordering my perceptions, I falsely believe that the immediate 

future must be governed by a reading of the immediate past. If early man did not take intuitive 

risks, we might all still be cowering in caves. 

The BwO then, free from the effects of lust, pain and hunger, is able to approach the plane 

of immanence with a better ethical understanding of our place in the world. Perhaps if it were 

                                                
125 Henri Bergson, Matter and Memory, trans. N.M.Paul and W.S. Palmer, Zone Books, New York 1991, 
p.152. 
126 Bergson, Time, p.221. 
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possible to step outside of these desires, a person might become selfless in their actions while 

conversely there would be no faculty for empathy to develop into compassion. For Spinoza, ethics 

are all about affects where ‘doing good’ is not done for self-righteousness or a reward in heaven. 

Returning a lost wallet for no reward is such an example of virtue, yet there is also an understanding 

that affecting others and being less affected by others is a form of evolution making the world a 

better place. A natural communism could occur as wealth and work become understood as a 

vibrating tension between selfishness and compassion. Making an effort is the difficult thing as we 

endeavour to place ourselves within the world and not on top of it. 

I am now thinking about being inside the Bolex as a transient space for light to travel 

through. The reflex viewfinder of the camera has a number of lenses and mirrors to focus the light 

that gives us the image. There are also many chambers between the glass and mirrors as well as 

places where the light is directed for actions such as critical focus or enlargement. These chambers 

are transitory spaces between the transformation of light. From the outside, I am looking through 

the viewfinder. I first must adjust the near focus – Huygens’ invention – so that I can see the 

mirrored view of the picture plane, which is where the film image is captured. On that mirrored 

surface I can also see whether the lens at the front of the camera is the right size for the shot I wish 

to capture, and I can change the focus as well. If it looks sharp to me, it will also be sharp on the 

picture plane. I cannot do anything inside the Bolex; there needs to be a vibration between being 

in and being out of the camera for me to make autonomous changes such as focus or a judicious 

camera movement. Unlike the Bolex, inside the Rietveld Schröder House, I can move around and 

move the walls between the upstairs picture windows creating a dynamic space to live. I create a 

vibration between the abstract actions and the natural world of percepts outside (time passing from 

forest to motorway) open windows. In a single duration shot looking out of the Rietveld Schröder 

House, we would see the forest turn into a motorway. For Bergon, a similar vibration operates in 

our mind between our instinctual and intuition memory. This vibration in our mind is a Bergsonian 

duality that is always in motion between tension and relaxation (détente), like stretching and 

releasing a rubber band.127 

A further model of Bergson’s tension and détente, as I have proposed with the Bolex and 

the Rietveld Schröder House, is air travel – or more specifically our transition through airport 

terminals and the flight itself. Before beginning this thesis, an earlier work of mine, The Time before 

the Time that Takes the Time (2011), explored the way acceleration and waiting time impacts on 

our behaviour in the transit lounges as we attempted to reterritorialise the non-place and reclaim 

our own identity between the herding of passengers during the check-in procedure and boarding 

                                                
127 Deleuze, Bergsonism, p.21.		
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call.128 When we arrive at the airport, we are in a state of anxiousness as we need to ensure that 

we are both on time and at the right place. Our ‘geometric’ instincts are at the fore of our mind as 

we orient our thinking around a spatial-chronological view of the world. Once we have passed 

through customs and security, we are in the departure lounge where we must wait until our 

boarding call. It is here where we might gather ourselves and try to relax for a period of time. The 

détente allows for our instinct to recede and intuition present itself as we might sit and think of 

other things a long way from the terminal lounge. Finally, our boarding call is announced and we 

are shaken out of our day-dream. The non-place suddenly disappears as the flight becomes an 

immanent reality and we, the passengers, organise ourselves into a queue to embark. Of course, 

this example is oversimplifying the action of our mind as it is always vibrating between perception 

and memory.  

I recently flew to Sydney from Christchurch on an early morning flight that coincided with 

the sun rising. As we flew westward, the orange sun took two hours to rise. Firmly buckled in my 

seat, my stasis in the perpetual present was underlined as I gazed out the window at the warm light 

on the clouds below. The light from the sun was reaching me at the cabin window at the speed of 

299,792,458 metres per second. While I was travelling at a speed much less than that, I was thinking 

about Albert Einstein’s theory of general relativity (1915) as I contemplated my static position as 

everything else was moving around me at many different speeds. I was flying in a Boeing 737-800, 

which has a cruising speed at that altitude of Mach .78. Sound travels much slower: 295.4 metres 

per second at 35,000 ft. Air pressure and temperature all make a difference at ground level where 

sound travels slightly faster at 340.3 metres per second. The aircraft was approaching the speed of 

sound with an airspeed of roughly 900 kilometres an hour. At the same time, the earth is also 

turning at roughly 1300 kilometres per hour, which also has a relative speed based on the latitude 

(30–45%) at which we are flying. Furthermore, there also happened to be a tailwind, which meant 

that I arrived in Sydney earlier than expected, which resulted in a 20-minute wait on the runway 

until a gate was free.  

Suspended in the air, I am reminded once again of Smithson’s frozen gallery time or 

entropic suspension in opposition to Einstein’s second law of thermodynamics proving that, with 

time, everything will fall apart and eventually decay.129 Conversely, Bergson is arguing that despite 

this, it is duration that provides a creative evolution through our intuition and the élan vital, creating 

difference that will steer us away from the repetition that ultimately means decay. While Smithson 

sought to loop light with mirrors, thereby attempting to freeze time, sound travels so much slower, 

                                                
128 John Chrisstoffels, The Time before the Time that takes the Time, four channel digital video installation, 
Ilam Campus Gallery, University of Canterbury, 16–26 August 2011. 
129 Barikan and McAuliffe, p.13. 
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and its speed is so much more easily affected by physical objects and observable forces. Inside the 

airliner, I listen carefully and can hear multiple sounds of pressurised air blowing around inside the 

fuselage. Another of Zeno’s paradoxes can be imagined as the Doppler effect from the jet engine 

sounds like Achilles never quite fully catching up with my seat inside the fuselage where I, like the 

Tortoise, am always slightly ahead of the roar of the propulsion.   

The transient no-man’s-land of the aircraft between destinations might be the perfect BwO, 

if I could just numb the pain in my back, the dehydration and other privations of flying long distance. 

Indeed, I am feeling conscious of a multiplicity of times coexisting like arrhythmic music as pitches 

of moving air change with temperature, altitude and relative time inside and outside the aircraft. 

Like a stone hurtled through the air, I am only concerned with the movement around me as a life 

force, breath or élan vital. In the same moment, it is at once a vibration between hopelessness or 

powerless stasis and awe-inspiring becoming into a multiplicitous infinite universe. It is here where 

Deleuze describes the transient non-places of Augé as ‘any-space-whatsoever’. 130  Deleuze 

theorised ‘any-space-whatever is not an abstract universal, in all times, in all places. It is a perfectly 

singular space, which has merely lost its homogeneity, that is, the principle of its metric relations 

or the connection of its own parts, so that the linkages can be made in an infinite number of ways. 

It is a space of virtual conjunction, grasped as pure locus of the possible.’131 In the fuselage, the 

seats, all the same and facing the front, combine with the sounds and smells. They lose their 

individual significance and meld into an immanent singularity. I have found my place at last in ‘any-

space-whatsoever’.  

 

  
                                                
130 Deleuze is describing the non-place as ‘any-space-whatsoever’ and attributes it to a Pascal Augé, who 
does not exist. There is no citation so it is assumed that Deleuze has made an interesting mistake. See 
Donato Totaro, Gilles Deleuze’s Bergsonian Film Project: Part 1: http://offscreen.com/view/bergson3  
131 Gilles Deleuze, Cinema 1: l’Image-Mouvement, trans. Hugh Tomlinson and Barbara Haberjam, 
Continuum, London, 2005, p.113. 
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Work #5 

 

 

 

 

Jetztzeit (2018). Multimedia installation: airline seat, cooling fans, amplifier, microphones 

and headphones. 

 

The audience is invited to sit in the airline seat for an immersive experience as the cooling 

fans go in and out of phase, just like twin jet engines at 400km per hour slightly out of 

phase are being corrected. The principle Bergsonian division between duration and space 

can once again be modelled in the abstract horizontal and vertical space within 

Mondrian’s neo-plastic paintings.132 The dualities are the tension within a single vibration 

that is oscillating and creating infinite possibilities of change in the moment of becoming. 

  

                                                
132 Deleuze, Bergsonism, p.31. 
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Conclusion and Comments 
 

In this closing section, I will provide concluding comments drawn from my creative works installed 

in the Elam Projectspace Gallery at the Elam School of Fine Arts. Collectively, these works resonate 

together in such a way that I am able to revisit and underline the aims of my thesis one last time. 

Before commencing this ‘gallery tour’, I return to my mihi at the start of this thesis, and back to 

seventeenth-century Holland, connecting utopia, the Bolex camera, time and memory; the memory 

of a boy flying around the world in 1969.    

As time moves me forward on the plane of immanence, my survival has depended on being 

hard-wired to filter out difference and to trust repetition. In trusting the things that I know, I can 

find my way back home. I have come to rely on a digital world that has provided me with accurate 

time, safety and communication. Rather than using my intuition, I am thinking intellectually about 

measurable space: that it is potentially infinite, repeatable and even reversible. This digital space 

and time is inextricably linked to the late-capitalist society that I belong to as it strives towards a 

form of utopia based on precision and perfection that is closer to a form of fascism.  

In this thesis I have proposed that the Bolex camera, with its clockwork spring mechanism, 

provides an unpredictable frame rate on celluloid film that, when digitised and digitally projected, 

becomes trapped in a new perspective of time. The film can now be repeated endlessly in what 

might seem to be frozen time. The celluloid that would fade and be scratched is now locked inside 

a computer. Ironically, the computer would probably have a shorter life than the celluloid, creating 

a headache for film archivists continually upgrading redundant digital formats. Instead, it is the 

concept that digital time is infinite that creates an illusion of eternity.  

I have also drawn a long bow back from the present day to seventeenth-century Holland, 

where the science and discoveries of Huygens would clear the ground for the invention of the Bolex 

camera. The picture plane inside the camera is striving to capture the becoming moment: Deleuze’s 

plane of immanence, which continually becomes the past as a celluloid frame or a memory. Even 

though it might be impossible to physically grasp the plane of immanence, it flows through us, and 

we are part of it. It is the idea of a single substance, the Deus sive Natura formulated by Spinoza, 

who, closing the connections, made lenses for Huygens to experiment with. 

In Creative Evolution, Bergson suggests the limits of philosophy as pure intellectualism can 

never extend philosophy into ‘something different’, into something that is not already given and 

defined, as ‘it is of the essence of reasoning to shut us up in the circle of the given’.133 My creative 

                                                
133 Bergson, Creative Evolution, p.192. 
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work then is quixotic in its attempt to apprehend immanence. In the same way that I cannot think 

outside of thinking, I also cannot exist outside of time. Instead, whimsy and a small amount of ironic 

humour within my works might provide the viewer with the possibility of thinking about times other 

than the speed of light or digital clocks. In this contemplation of time through my work, the 

transient non-places in our everyday lives might also provide real immersive models for an 

ontological understanding of matter and memory in the world around us. My work is yet one more 

voice among artists creating a different angle on an ever-changing perspective on life. Bergson 

reminds us that truth requires duration. A cup of sugar requires time for us to fully understand all 

of its properties. By adding water and observing the sugar dissolve, Bergson states that through this 

duration ‘my senses and understanding progresses, it may be in the manner of a consciousness’.134  

In the same way, the suite of artworks I have presented for this thesis need duration to be 

fully understood. The works that I have created are all the stand-alone pieces as described in 

previous chapters. However, the opportunity to curate them all into one show necessitated some 

reworking. This was especially important around scale of the works in such a small space. It was 

also important to reconsider the various audio components in such an acoustically live space in 

order to fully demonstrate their interactive nature. In the case of Ritornello the theremin music 

was taken out in order to bring attention to the clatter of the 16mm projector which filled the room 

with its own analogue rhythm in direct opposition to the digital hum of the data projectors.  In turn 

the cooling fans of the data projectors become the sonic basis for Jetztzeit.  

For the viewer wandering around the gallery, there are infinite possibilities of perspectives 

and juxtapositions around the five works as they are never fully encountered in a singular way. It is 

through this interconnectedness that I return to Spinoza, the single substance, and think about a 

common plane of immanence. I quietly contemplate connections between myself, the Bolex 

camera, the celluloid 16mm, the sea and my effect on the planet. Political theorist Jane Bennett’s 

Vibrant Matter (2010) takes the Spinozist view that ‘man disturbs rather than follows nature’.135 

There exists an arrogance or hubris where I can only ever place myself in the centre of time and 

space. Except through death, I cannot step out of my own duration. Furthermore, like the single 

substance, my late-capitalist society is a rhizome that I am linked into and also reluctant to step out 

of. Instead, Spinoza suggests an ethical effort to attain a form of selflessness that would indeed be 

virtuous as I lessen my exploitation of all things I desire.  

                                                
134 Bergson, Creative Evolution, p.10. 
135 Jane Bennett, Vibrant Matter: A Political Ecology of Things, Duke University Press, Durham, NC, 2010, 
p.6. 
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My parents took me on a trip around the world in 1969 to see their homeland, but 

inadvertently they introduced me to my place in the sky, to a privileged point of view above the 

clouds, travelling miles above poverty, injustice and environmental damage. It is here, in the 

stratosphere, where I might also shake myself out of my sensori-motor schema and create a line of 

flight into a new consciousness. The resulting view has been distilled into five creative works 

installed in the Elam Projectspace. Four of the works are situated in the main gallery, while the 

remaining work is presented in the hallway entrance. In the gallery, projected on opposite walls, 

are International Step 2018 and At the Seaside. Both works are playful faux mirror images within 

themselves, and similarly, the two works mirror each other. The 16mm film is digitally manipulated, 

reformatted and projected. The endlessly repeatable works, full of blemishes, scratches and dust 

particles, are now digitally frozen in time. The white-walled gallery might then form the basis of the 

conceptual space outside of time onto which time can be projected. The fluidity of the crashing 

waves in At the Seaside is contrasted with the metal travellator steps on the opposite wall. They 

both are representations of very different durations to be experienced by the viewer as they move 

around the space.  

From the centre of the gallery a viewer can face one of the works; then, can turn 180 

degrees to look at the work on the opposite wall. In doing so, there remains a memory impression 

of the previous work, superimposed on the film that is now being looked at. With the previous 

memory gnawing at the present moment, once again we return to Bergson and memory as 

duration.  

The two video projections create an ambient light in the gallery that illuminates a 16mm 

projector on the floor, which itself projects a small image onto an adjacent wall. This work, 

Ritornello, is a looping 3minute black-and-white film on 16mm. This work serves as homage to Maya 

Deren and De Stijl, also to their memory as people and ideas that have passed. The 16mm projector 

and film format are themselves almost obsolete. The work sits surrounded and illuminated by the 

digital hubris of illusory infinity as a very fragile and finite duration, similar to a flower in bloom 

before it dies. The observable entropic nature of time on moving celluloid as it rubs on hot metal 

creates a different duration to the previous works. Here, the image is continuously changing as it is 

scratched and picks up dust. However, despite the film slowly falling apart, there is also a creative, 

intuitive evolution to the work that celebrates change and difference as it operates outside of digital 

time and, like the clockwork Bolex, is governed by alternative mechanisms. When viewing this 

analogue work, one might glimpse a reflection of one’s own individuality where a nomadic non-

digital path might be created, allowing movement in a new direction.  
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Before I come to the last work in the Elam Projectspace, I return to the foyer adjacent to 

the gallery and the diptych video work Gouden Eeuw. Circa 1665 or 2018, which first greets the 

viewer. The hallway to the gallery is a practical, transient place, and this work could be something 

that a viewer might spend a few minutes looking at, or they might simply gaze at it in passing on 

the way into the main gallery. They will certainly pass by it again when they leave. Importantly, each 

time they encounter the work they will think about it differently. As I play the character in the work, 

I introduce each viewer to elements of my thesis. Whimsically anachronistic, this work is an 

accumulation of remembered things and feelings bouncing around in my mind, loosely translated 

into a short narrative. The dual monitors are to be experienced as a vibration between them both, 

creating détente and tension as they push and pull on the viewer’s attention between the 

competing stories.  

I now return to the gallery, to Jetztzeit, the central installation. The viewer is invited to sit 

in an airline seat, positioned in the middle of the room and facing an empty wall. The viewer is 

invited to use the commercial headphones placed on the seat. In doing so, they can hear the sounds 

emanating from the two data projectors approximating the doppler-like effect of air moving at 

different speeds as they are amplified and treated. Aurally immersed in a raw emulation of the air 

moving around a pressurised cabin at 35,000ft, the viewer is confronted with the blank gallery walls, 

which are just out of reach. The soft bounced light from the three projections plays on the white 

surface, creating a virtual cloudy sky. These varying sensory experiences all meld together in the 

space on the plane of immanence. The viewer is in a gallery space, a non-place, or any place 

whatsoever. 

Finally, I come full circle back to Chantal Akerman’s Now, the five-screen installation in 

which I glimpsed a fragmented place out of reach in a troubled world. It was in the power of that 

work that I also felt closer to the plane of immanence, immersed in the sense of our shared 

humanity. It is this movement, the special property of film, where I might see myself as Spinoza’s 

example of a stone hurtling through space, with my work seeking to create a consciousness around 

time. While my works discussed here do not make any claims to the overtly political subject matter 

of Akerman and Paul, I do however hope that the immanent consciousness engendered by my 

works might evoke the notion of singularity proposed by Spinoza’s Ethics. Having found a place, 

albeit a moving one, it feels incumbent that I should strive to make it a better place. Virtue for 

Spinoza is attaining closeness to the plane of immanence through effort in affecting other things 

more than they affect us, but as he acknowledged in the closing sentence of Ethics, ‘all things 
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excellent are as difficult as they are rare’.136 Simply, I should take less and give more. It is not an 

easy task. 

  

 

THE END. 

 

 

                                                
136 Spinoza, p.181. 
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